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Introduction This policy implements the procedures set forth in 17 U. It is the policy of the
Company to respect the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their agents, and representatives.
Users of any part of the Company computing system are required to respect the legal
protections provided by applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact form this email
address is only for copyright infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply if the matter is
not a copyright issue : legal hollywood. When we receive proper notification of claimed
infringement, the Company will follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA. An
electronic or physical signature of the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on behalf
of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the copyrighted
work or works claimed to have been infringed. Identification of the material that is claimed to be
infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or access to which
is to be disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to locate the
material. Information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the complaining
party, including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address at which the
complaining party may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice is accurate,
and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on behalf of the
owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of the above
information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of the DMCA
notification. Please note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly
materially misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to liability. Please
also note that the information provided in your notification to us may be forwarded to the
person who provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the right to publish
Claimant information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will comply with the
appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is received. Please note
that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially misrepresents
that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or misidentification may be subject
to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It is Company policy to
accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it determines are reasonable
under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder Click here - to use the wp
menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our Newsletter! Follow hollywood.
Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for Copyright Owners The following
elements must be included in your copyright infringement complaint notice: 1. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. You can scroll down to view all questions, or click one of these
categories to jump to that section:. Finding the ideal wiring harness is no different. Automotive
lighting is a lot like the light inside your refrigerator. Search below to find answers to our most
common questions. Shop by your vehicle Close. You can scroll down to view all questions, or
click one of these categories to jump to that section: Connections Product Features Specials
Tech Tips Frequently Asked Questions. Connections The importance of having an operational
warning light for the alternator idiot light is crucial to catching problems early. In most modern
systems, the electrical current passing through the filament of the warning light is what
energizes a circuit in the alternator to start charging. If the light comes on, the wiring is okay but
the alternator is defective; if the light still does not come on, the wiring to the light circuit and
the bulb should be checked. This fuse could be labeled differently in various cars. In some cars,
if the fuse is out, the idiot light will come on but may not go off. In others like GM , a burned out
fuse may make the warning light work in reverse order; that is, when the key is on, the light is
off but as soon as the engine starts and the alternator starts charging, the light will come on.
Checking further into charge light indicators, in some cases it is normal for the charge indicator
light to come on when nothing is wrong with the alternator. According to information published
by GM, any car may have a low voltage reading or lights that dim when electrical loads are
heavy at idle. Furthermore, this condition is normal and no repairs should be attempted unless
a fault has been found. So an alternator rated for amps may only be able to produce 70 amps
when hot at idle when there is 77 or more amps of demand on it. It is important to keep all
connections clean and tight to avoid corrosion, resistance and arcing. The must important
places to check for poor connections are the battery, alternator and starter. Below you can find
descriptions of three types of crimping tools. Electrical circuits require voltage to operate the
components connected to the specific circuit. So if there is no voltage, there is no function.
When troubleshooting electrical problems, it is good to check for voltage at the load point in the
circuit. The load point is the element that the circuit provides power to. It could be a light bulb,
wiper motor, blower motor, etc. The load point can be checked with a voltmeter or a volt test
light. A voltmeter is the better choice because it will give you an exact voltage reading, although
a test light will work fine for performing quick voltage checks. If there is no voltage found at the

load point, you should first check the fuse, fuse link or circuit breaker that protects the circuit,
or the power relay that supplies voltage to the circuit. Whatever you do, do not substitute a fuse
of greater capacity! A larger fuse may be able to handle a greater load but the wiring and the
rest of the circuit cannot. A circuit designed for a 10 amp fuse is designed to handle a maximum
of 10 amps. A faulty circuit breaker or an open relay will have the same effect as a blown fuse.
One way to check a circuit breaker is with a test light. Attach wire side of the test light to a
known good ground and touch the metal tip of the test light to each side of the circuit breaker
contact. If the test light glows when you touch each contact, the circuit breaker is good. If only
one side glows, the circuit breaker is bad and you should replace it. Do you know your fuses? A
fuse is a device that, by the melting of its element, opens an electrical circuit. The melting of the
element occurs when the electrical current exceeds a specified level for a specified time. This
action is irreversible and the fuse must be replaced after the circuit malfunction is repaired. A
fuse is a temperature-sensitive device. This means that changes in ambient temperature,
external heat sources such as other fuses and external heat sinks such as conducting wires
affect the fuse. Higher ambient temperatures will lower the effective fuse rating, and the fuse
will open quicker for a given overload current. Fuses, fusible links, and circuit breakers protect
an electrical circuit from damage caused by overload or short circuit. Fuses and fusible links
operate once and then have to be replaced; a circuit breaker can be reset either manually or
automatically to resume normal operation. Ground output wire through the rheostat. Usually
hard wired to 4 by brass strip on surface of headlight switch. Draws Power from 1 12 volt
battery feed to feed parking lamps. The main cause of most automotive electrical problems is
caused by a bad ground situation. Always keep in mind that a circuit has to be complete. This
means that the current has to be able to travel from a good ground to the positive side of the
energy source in order to operate. Do not rely on just the negative battery cable as the only
ground; always incorporate a separate ground wire or cable from the engine block to the
chassis. The low fuel indicator is a small round plastic can containing four wires that is in the
gauge package. It is not crucial to the operation of the gauges. In fact, many gauge clusters
removed them when they were not functional. The module plugs into the fuel gauge for power,
signal, and ground. There is a fourth yellow wire that comes from the module that goes to the
dash through the console harness and the dash harness console extension to activate a light in
the instrument cluster. However, here is where the problem arises. The low fuel module
operates by sending a 12 volt power signal on the yellow wire to a single contact bulb mounted
in the dash cluster underneath the circuit board. The bulb has grounding tangs that ground the
bulb through the instrument cluster body. The low fuel module operates by sending a ground
signal on the yellow wire to one of the 12 pin instrument cluster connector contacts. This
subsequently lights a low fuel indicator bulb through the circuit board connection on the back
of the cluster. This circuit board is different for a warning light versus a factory console gauge
car. The low fuel module operates by sending a ground sig na l on the yellow wire to a bulb
located in the instrument cluster light pods at the bottom of the dash. The low fuel modules are
not interchangeable. Unfortunately, this situation does come up from time to time with our
Chevy Impala, Super Sport, Caprice, Bel air, and Biscayne owners. Believe it or not, there were
actually a fair amount of early built cars that escaped the factory with mis-indexed original rear
body harnesses. The assembly line workers at the various assembly plants would just swap the
wires at the fusebox area to make everything operate properly. However, at American Autowire,
we build all of our harnesses to the latest revision of the OEM engineering drawings, which
were corrected very early on in the production process to alleviate this deficiency. Therefore,
there will be a few of these anomaly cars out there that need the wires in that main connector
switched to make the harness and vehicle operate properly. If you run into this situation,
contact our tech support staff at They may be able to help you do a field repair, or assist you in
returning the products to us so that we may make the change for you here and send the
updated harness back to you right away. The points distributor used a resistance to lower the
voltage to the points in the run position to prevent wear on the points. This was done with either
an external ballast resistor or a resistance wire in the ignition circuit depending on the year of
the car. When converting to an HEI there are three issues which must be addressed. The first
concerns the resistance in the run circuit. The second concerns the gauge of wire feeding the
HEI distributor. The third concerns the starter 12 volt override and the ignition switch. When
using HEI, the distributor requires a 12 volt feed. In order to achieve this the ballast resistor or
the resistance wire must be removed from the circuit and replaced with a pure 12 gauge feed
wire. This feed wire must be 12 gauge from the ignition switch to the bulkhead and then from
the bulkhead to the HEI power terminal. This solves the first two concerns. The third situation
can be solved in two ways. The reason this is necessary is that the ignition switch is mutually
exclusive in the crank and run positions. With this type of ignition switch, a 12 volt override wire

from the starter is not necessary. Unfortunately, this is a question that we receive quite
regularly. There are 3 different applications for these console gauge conversion wire harness
kits. In an instance such as yours, where the configuration of the car has changed to include a
different style of transmission auto. Speaking of a tach, that also adds another wrinkle to this
situation. ALL Camaro console gauge equipped cars came mandatory with a factory tach up in
the dash cluster that replaced the fuel gauge. If you are adding gauges, you MUST also add the
factory dash tach in place of the fuel gauge. The wire kits are designed to be plug and play with
no cutting or splicing necessary. When we change a transmission, there are several factors that
now become an issue such as back up lamps, neutral safety switch wiring, power feeds and
how they get energized, etc. We have recently updated all of the wiring directions for the
various kits and they can now be found posted on our instructions website for your viewing
pleasure. These all-new, full color instructions WILL work with older kits as nothing was
changed from a manufacturing standpoint. If you just need clarification on some items on your
kit, I strongly urge you visit this site and take in these exciting new instructions as they are
much easier to follow since they are specific to each part numbered kit now. What is causing
your problem is the extra load on the headlight and dimmer switches, as well as the entire
wiring system from those new halogen bulbs you installed. In general, even stock type sealed
beam replacement halogen bulbs will draw a bit more current than their older incandescent
style counterparts. If you get into some of the brighter type H-4 systems, that current draw will
be even higher. The lighting circuit in your car is protected by a thermal circuit breaker located
inside the headlamp switch. What you were experiencing was the tripping and re-setting of that
circuit breaker due to a thermal overload, not a dead short. Replacing the headlamp switch with
a new one may fix the situation, albeit very temporarily, but most times will do nothing at all.
The problem will continue to persist. Even though it seems that the headlamp switch is carrying
the entire load, there are several other factors that can come into play here. Anytime you make a
connection to a switch or otherwise, you are going have a certain amount of voltage drop which
is normal. The more connections you have and the older the system is, the greater the voltage
drop and the more resistance within the system. The more resistance present, the more heat
you generate which causes a strain on the fusing of that circuit. These relays utilize the original
wiring, headlamp and dimmer switches as triggers to strictly switch power to the coils in the
relays and allow the overall load to be carried by two separate 30 amp fused battery powered
feeds that route directly to the battery itself or a similar junction block. By doing this, we take
the entire load that those new halogen lamps have created off of the production switches and
wiring system other than about amps to flip the coils and transfer that load directly to the
battery via the new 30 amp battery feeds. This does two things. First, the older switches and
wiring will live much longer and function much better. Second, and more importantly, because
power is being drawn directly from the battery without going through a series of switches,
disconnects, and in general, the whole stock wiring system, a full volts will now be realized
directly at the lamps themselves giving you much brighter lights. Click here for part standard
headlight enhancer relay kit information or to buy it now! Click here for part waterproof
headlight enhancer relay kit information or to buy it now! In most cases, the headlight switch
would be fine for use with the typical sealed beam headlight system. However, If you do not
know the power handling capability of the headlight switch or are updating to a higher current
draw halogen headlight system, you might want to take the safety approach and take the load
off the headlight switch by using a relay to control the power to your high and low beam dimmer
switch. The relay is input 12 volt battery power. The original headlight switch power output is
redirected to activate the relay. The dimmer switch acts as it always did by directing power
output to either the low or high beam circuit. The result is that the original headlight switch
becomes a low current switch. Please note that 12 volt power to the relay should be through a
resetable circuit breaker. More than likely, there is no problem with your switch. The red
headlight feed wire only feeds the output to the dimmer. The orange wire in the switch is what
feeds the dash, tail, and parking lamps. It sounds like you have no feed on that orange wire
which means that you have a blown fuse in the fusebox more than likely. That orange wire is
battery fused hot all the time as soon as the battery is connected. If your fuse blows as soon as
the battery is connected, there is a short on the orange wire itself. Once you find your short,
your switch should work fine. This is a very common question. People assume that because the
dashes look the same, that they can just install the pretty tach and gauge set-up that they
bought at the swap meet over the weekend. Unfortunately, nothing could be further from the
truth. Solution: Before making the decision to add tach and gauges to your car or truck, know
what you are getting yourself into. Purchasing that tach and gauge set up is only the tip of the
iceberg. What ever vehicle you are working on, check with a wiring manufacturer for availability
and pricing on what is needed to convert your ride to factory instrumentation from warning

lights BEFORE you spend all that money on that beautiful tach and gauge cluster. All of our
Classic Update kits, as well as some of our Power Plus and Builder Series kits, include an
accessory power plug. Find the accessory power plug on your instruction sheet. There you will
generally find 6 power feed wires that we have been tabbed for various accessories such as fuel
pump, power windows, power locks, power trunk, etc. Choose one of those wires that you are
not using and plug your feed wire into the mating connector included with the kit. Mating
terminals and connector have been provided to do this. Be sure to install the proper size fuse
for the job that you are doing. One of these may be used. American Autowire offers a power tap
kit part that consists of a series of connectors and terminals that can be installed onto your
wires and plugged into the AAW panel. Keep in mind that these cavities are ALL unfused and
should have the proper fuse installed in series between the connection and whatever appliance
you are trying to install. Unfortunately, this can be a bit confusing and also a bit lengthy. Many
and later harnesses already have a fused 12 volt feed in the harnesses that were used to power
up things like idle stop solenoids, TCS spark controls, turbo kickdown power, etc. If you are
fortunate enough to have one of these harnesses, you can usually just tap off of one of those
feeds. If you have Factory Fit harness earlier than , you most likely do not have a fused volt fed
wire already in the harness. If you would prefer, you can also tap into the windshield wiper feed
wire, as that is also a volt ignition fused circuit. What you do not want to do under ANY
circumstances is take power from you coil or main distributor feed. Two reasons for this: That
circuit is always unfused and you do not want to wire an electric choke to an unfused circuit.
Most stock primary ignition circuits are wired through a resistance wire, which only allows
about 8. This would not be enough voltage to properly operate your electric choke. When using
any of the other American Autowire wiring KITS such as a Classic Update, Power Plus,
Highway, or Builder Series, you simply need to take any ignition fused 12 volt feed use about a
10 amp fused and connect it to your electric choke assembly. Some AAW products actually
have a wire already allotted for an electric choke, so watch for that in your instructions. This will
generally be outlined in the engine connection area of your instruction set. Customers often ask
why there is a need to change the horn relay when converting a Chevrolet Fullsize and Nova car
from the stock generator to an internally regulated alternator. When that regulator is removed
and the car is converted from a generator to an internally regulated alternator, we loose that
distribution point. While there were about 5 different configurations of these newer style horn
relays, they were all utilized as the main power distribution source to transfer 12 volts into the
car. Main power transfer was accomplished from through through on the Novas by
incorporating a smaller gauge secondary battery lead along with the normal heavy gauge
primary battery lead that connected to the positive post on the battery. Often, the primary
battery cable would need to be replaced after several years, due to age or just general wear and
tear. This scenario eventually created another problem for both our customers and American
Autowire. When the customer removes their old original and attempts to install a new forward
lamp harness, they no longer have that much-needed secondary lead to their voltage regulator
or horn relay. Because there is no longer a battery power feed transferring 12 volts from the
battery to that power distribution point at the regulator or horn relay , nothing works. American
Autowire would like to inform our customers that they will either need to purchase a new battery
cable which will include that secondary power feed, or they will need to run their own new wire,
which will run from the battery to the power distribution point at the regulator or horn relay. The
volt feed into the panel is not being energized by the battery. There can be several reasons for
this depending on what type of car and harness we are talking about. This is a very common
problem on the early Full-sized Chevrolets, Novas, and Chevelles in particular. On those early
cars, the battery cable had a inch secondary lead molded into the head that went all the way
across the core support and sent 12 volts over to the horn relay or generator regulator. Be sure
that wire is present if you are working on one of those cars. You may also have a blown fusible
link down at the starter on the panel feed wire. Solution: Using a test light or meter, check for
voltage on all of your battery 12 volt wires usually a heavy red wire starting at the ignition
switch and working your way back to the panel and ultimately the source, be it the battery, a
junction block, or the starter solenoid. Once you have found where the voltage does not exist,
you have found your problem. HEI and other electronic distributors create a different signal or
pulse then do original points style distributors. The fix for this situation is to purchase a tach
filter or interface device. They are available through several aftermarket manufacturers. They
can be found on most GM cars in junkyards that have factory tachs in them. The factory style
filter looks like a condenser with a wire and connector on each end, one of which plugs onto the
HEI distributor, and the other onto the tach lead wire. Hooking this filter device in series
between your distributor and tach should allow your factory tach to work in harmony with your
new electronic distributor. More than likely, the neutral safety switch wires are not hooked up.

This is a fairly common over sight. Solution: Most dash wiring harnesses have the neutral
safety switch wires installed in them already and simply need to either be hooked through a
neutral safety switch in the case of an automatic transmission or just need to be joined together
in the case of a manual transmission to complete the starter circuit back to the ignition switch.
If they are not hooked together, power will not be continued from the ignition switch down to
the starter. Yes â€” you may need the 2nd wire. This all really depends on what year car you
have, as the ignition switch functions vary from car to car and from year to year. If the wire is
not needed, you can just tape it back to the harness being sure to properly insulate the lead, as
it will be hot in the run position. This is also a very big issue for people putting the newer fuel
injected engines into the older cars, as you MUST have voltage in the crank position for the
injectors to fire or the car WILL NOT start. Please visit shop. This is a classic bad ground
problem. The problem is that the light sockets themselves are not grounded properly or at all.
For anything electrical to work properly, you must have two 2 things, a volt feed and a ground.
The reason the turn signals quit working when the lights are on, is that a volt signal is now
being sent down the opposite wire, which was acting as a ground before. Once the lights are
turned off, everything will work fine again. Solution: Be sure that whenever your lamp is
grounded, you have a good known chassis ground. This usually involved scraping paint or rust
from the mounting surface and, in extreme cases, running a separate ground wire to the lamp
assembly itself. There are a few possible scenarios going on here. The first, and most likely,
culprit here is the fact that you are not getting 12 volts on the positive side of the gauge. Each
gauge has a volt ignition feed and a sender wire. The sender wire is the ground to the gauge.
The sending unit wire could be bad or broken, or the circuit from the gauge to the sender is
incomplete. Without a ground, the gauge will not register. It is highly unlikely that all the sender
units are bad, so we can rule that out. Of course, it is also possible that all the gauges are
malfunctioning. Again, this is unlikely. Solution: The fact that the indicator lights are operational
proves that the instrument cluster is properly grounded. First, check all connections to be sure
that your colors and wire functions are mating with each other green to green, blue to blue, etc,
and check for good crimps. You should have 12 volts at all gauges. Make sure you check for
voltage on BOTH sides of the fuse as they can sometimes blow in the end where it cannot be
seen visibly. If the fuse blows as soon as the key is turned on, something on the 12 volt feed
circuit is shorted to ground. Remove the feed wires 1 at a time until the problem goes away.
When you get to a gauge that you have removed the feed from and the problem goes away, you
have found the culprit. Check for bare or broken wires on the leg. Perhaps the gauge is even
shorted to ground internally. An easy check is take the temperature sender unit wire and, with
the key in the on position, touch the temp sending unit wire to a good known ground. If it does
not and you have 12 volts on the gauge, you are not getting continuity to ground between the
sender wire and the back of the gauge. Similar tests can be done for any gauge. Problem: I
purchased a kit for my 69 Camaro and I have hit a snag. When I replace the parking lights fuse, I
have 12 volts of power on the orange wire. When I turn on the lights, the side markers light up
for a moment and then cut off, producing a blown fuse. This led me to search for shorts on the
brown parking lamp wire. Short still not found. However, I did notice that when I step on the
brake pedal, the brake lights work yet my turn signals in the dash light up. The other symptoms
include: no dash lights, no side markers, no parking lights, no courtesy lights â€” yet the dome
light works fine. Solution: You have several problems that all sound installation oriented. The
turn signal indicators lighting up is a ground backfeed. The turns and brake lights should
function independently if all else is OK the exception would be an internally shorted bulb. The
only thing that will blow a fuse as you describe is a dead short to ground. The way to find that
short is put a fuse in the park light location the reason you have no side markers, park, or tails
is because that parking lamp fuse is blown â€” all the same feed , then disconnect the rear body
harness and pull the lights switch out to the on position. If the fuse holds, your short is on one
of the brown wires in the rear body, or even internally inside of a bulb. If it blows again, plug the
rear body back in and disconnect the front light harness from the firewall and pull out the
headlight switch to on again. If the fuse holds, the short is in the front end. If if blows, there is
an issue inside the dash or the headlight switch itself. But, when I turn on the headlights, the
blinkers stop blinking and just light up â€” no blinking. The hazards do not work at all, no
matter the combination. I also do not have reverse lights â€” but is that because the engine is
not running? Lastly, I have dome lights but no courtesy lights. Solution: Your parking lamp
housings are not grounded. The ground actually is supposed to come from the housing itself
being grounded. If you have new 2 stage paint on the car, that is the culprit most likely. Ground
those housings well and that will solve that problem. The orange wire should have 12 volts on it
at all times. Below is a guide for properly stripping wires and crimping terminals. The starter is
simply a DC motor that turns the engine through the flywheel. Starters can be of varying types

and designs â€” gear-reduction types for higher torque, permanent-magnet types to reduce size
and old-fashioned heavy starters. But whatever the type, they all function in the same basic
way. Starting a car with the major components turned off like the AC compressor, blower motor
and high-powered stereos will greatly ease the load on the starter. But turning these
power-hogs off before shutting off your car is always a good precaution. That is to say, all the
other parts of the starter system are just as old and stressed. Replace the starter as a unit and
have the electrical system checked at the same time to prevent further problems. Without being
scientific, it means that either the alternator output voltage is lower than the battery voltage, or
the battery voltage is lower than the alternator output voltage. If the light gets dimmer as you
rev the engine up, then you most likely have a problem with the alternator. If the light gets
brighter, then the battery is most likely the problem. The strength of the field current determines
the strength of the magnetic field. In other words, the current flows in one direction only, and is
supplied to the wire coil by a set of brushes and slip rings. The magnetic field produced has, as
any magnet, a north and a south pole. The rotor is driven by the alternator pulley. The stator is
fixed to the shell of the alternator, and does not turn. As the rotor turns within the stator
windings, the magnetic field of the rotor sweeps through the stator windings, producing an
electrical current in the windings. Because of the rotation of the rotor, an alternating current is
produced. The output diodes consist of six diodes, one pair for each winding. One of the pair is
for the negative half cycle, and the other for the positive half cycle. After the engine is started,
and the alternator is up to speed, the output of the diode trio is fed back to the regulator, and
serves as a source of current for the field current. At this time, the alternator is self sustaining,
and the battery is no longer needed to power the automobiles electrical system. The inputs are
the field current supply and the control voltage input, and the output is the field current to the
rotor. The regulator uses the control voltage input to control the amount of field current input
that is allow to pass through to the rotor winding. If the battery voltage drops, the regulator
senses this, by means of the connection to the battery, and allows more of the field current
input to reach the rotor, which increases the magnetic field strength, which ultimately increases
the voltage output of the alternator. Conversely, if the battery voltage goes up, less field current
goes through the rotor windings, and the output voltage is reduced. As a result, when the key is
turned on, current flows through the warning lamp, through the resisters, transistors, and field
coil in the alternator, and then to ground, causing the lamp to illuminate. Once the alternator is
at full output its voltage will equal the battery voltage. At this time, with 12 volts on both sides,
the lamp is out. If the alternator should fail, voltage from the diode trio would drop, and once
again the lamp would light from the battery voltage. If the alternator output is only a little low,
the lamp will be dimly lit. If the alternator fails completely, and the output voltage goes to zero,
the lamp will be lit at full brilliance. Conversely, if the battery should fail, and the battery voltage
drops, with the output voltage of the alternator on one side and the low battery voltage on the
other, the lamp will also light. As stated earlier, if the light grows dimmer as the engine is revved
up, it is because the alternator voltage is rising with the RPM, producing more voltage on the
alternator side of the lamp. The closer the output voltage gets to the battery voltage, the dimmer
the bulb becomes. By the same way, if the light gets brighter with increasing RPM, it is because
as the alternator voltage increases, it is getting higher than the battery voltage. The higher the
voltage with respect to the battery voltage, the greater the voltage difference across the lamp,
and the brighter it gets. Problem: When my high beams are on, my indicator is not on, but when
my low beams are on, my indicator glows slightly. Also my turn signal indicators glow or are on
all the time whenever my lights are on. This is a classic feedback ground situation. This can
happen when a car is freshly restored or refinished, especially when 2-stage paint, or powder
coating has been used. The catalyst that is mixed with the paint to help it cure is a polymer and
it and basically turns it into plastic. Plastic is NOT conductive to a good ground, neither is the
finish created by powder coating. Electricity will follow the path of least resistance and needs a
volt feed and ground to operate any appliance or function. If it does not have a good ground, it
will ultimately search for one and that is what it is doing by grabbing the turn signal and high
beam feed wires in the cluster. It may be actually finding a ground all the way out at the parking
lamps or headlights. Solution: You must be certain to have an excellent chassis ground on your
gauge cluster as there are many things going on there gauges, lamps, and indicator lights. A
great thing to consider is a universal grounding kit as it runs all of your grounds back to one
good know chassis ground. This is especially true if you are building a fiberglass car. The issue
here is discussed in another post , however, here we have introduced a situation where the 12
volt override wire physically cannot exist. There are two possible solutions to this problem. The
second solution involves the use of a starter solenoid relay that uses the solenoid lead wire
from the ignition switch to activate a relay that supplies the necessary 12 volt power to the HEI
ignition coil through the HEI power terminal. This can be caused by a few different things. The

first item to check would be the alternator. There may be a feedback to the ignition switch from
the voltage regulator field exciter wire. The other scenario that we commonly see is feedback
from an aftermarket ignition system that utilizes an internal relay, or both a battery and ignition
source to power the system. These are fairly common problems that people experience when
using many aftermarket-wiring systems. Solution: To figure out where the problem exists, start
the car and with the key in the ON position and the car running, turn off the key. If it does not
stop running, your feedback problem is coming from something other that the alternator. If you
are using an aftermarket ignition unit, check to see if there is a fix available that includes a
diode to put in line on the ignition feed to keep their system from back feeding into the ignition
switch. If your car does shut off when you remove your alternator plug, you may have to put a
diode in line on the field exciter wire to keep the alternator from back feeding to the ignition
switch. Again check with the harness manufacturer for help. Lifeline Memory Retention Module
Click the thumbnail above to view larger. Product Features They are designed for specific year,
make, and model configurations. The Impala is no exception. The kit boasts 19 features and
makes it the most complete system of its type in the industry. In this kit, you will find the
following: Replacement headlight switch with internal 30amp circuit breaker included. Retention
collar nut, adjustable length shaft, and custom knob are also included. Standard turn signal
flasher, hazard flasher mounted on fuse panel, and horn relay mounted on harness. Fuse box
designed to fit in original location. All required hardware supplied. New ATO fuse panel allows
for easy fuse and circuit breaker accessibility. Harness is laid out and formed to allow for nearly
all after market accessories such as; gauge packages, wiper systems, heat and air conditioning
systems, etc. Original switch connector bodies! All original terminals, connectors exclusively
from American Autowire , and light sockets are also supplied for original cluster gauges.
However, the best aspect of the disconnect system is that any gauge cluster package can be
easily and neatly wired in. Rear body harness assembly is designed to plug into the main
harness in the original location. Flexibility in harness design allows for original or custom
routing. Rear body wiring includes backup light lead wires with correct light sockets, stop and
tail light lead wires with correct light sockets, license plate lead wires, and fuel tank sender wire
and connection. In addition, a complete preassembled trunk lid harness is also included at no
extra charge! New floor dimmer switch is provided. Wire length and connection accommodate
original floor mount dimmer switch. GM bulkhead connectors for the engine and front light
wiring are included and ready for easy installation. Original or custom routing of the new
harness is no problem! Engine wiring includes connectors for original points type as well as H.
Power and tach connectors supplied for GM H. Front lighting includes extra long leads for
special routing when custom under hood appearance is desired. All headlight, park light and
directional light connectors and terminals are provided, as well as a switched trigger wire for
electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. This Impala Classic Update Kit is part number
and is available immediately. Designed for a specific year, make, model configuration; Classic
Update Kits give you one of the most complete kits on the market. You get the correct boot and
tube assemblies, grommets, connectors, headlight, dimmer, and ignition switches, and much
more. In consistently achieving new technological advancements for the Street Rod and
Restoration Markets, American Autowire is pleased to introduce the Firebird Classic Update Kit.
These kits are developed with specific vehicle requirements to compensate for exact wire
lengths and kit dimensions. This kit is a complete front to rear kit including proper lamp sockets
and all the connectors. Full color installation schematics are provided to make it an easy
installation. No longer do you have to buy individual harnesses for your Firebird when you can
wire the entire vehicle with one easy to use and hassle-free wiring kit. They are designed for a
specific year, make, and model configuration. The best aspect of the disconnect system is that
any gauge cluster package can be easily and neatly wired in. Rear body wiring includes backup
light lead and ground wires, stop and tail light lead and ground wires with proper focal length
light sockets, third brake light wire and the correct license plate lead connection for use with
your stock tag lamp. Fuel tank sender wire and sending unit extension are included. Wire length
and connection accommodate original floor mount dimmer switch location. A heavy gauge
alternator feed wire is provided for a typical 1 wire high-powered installation. All headlight, park
light, fog light, and directional light leads are provided, as well as a switched trigger wire for
electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. The â€” Mustang Classic Update Kit is part
number Standard turn signal and hazard flashers mounted on the fuse panel. A new horn relay
is mounted on the main dash harness. Fusebox designed to fit in original location. Harness is
laid out and formed to allow for nearly all aftermarket accessories such as: gauge packages,
wiper systems, heat and air conditioning systems, etc. Original switch connector bodies â€” an
American Autowire exclusive feature. Steering column connectors can plug directly into most
aftermarket steering columns or stock GM columns that use stock GM turn signal switches.

Original terminals and connectors another American Autowire exclusive are provided for stock
cluster connections. Rear body harness assembly plugs into the main harness in the stock
location. Rear body wiring has backup light lead wires with correct lamp sockets, stop and tail
light lead wires with correct lamp sockets, terminals to mate with the license plate connection
wire, side marker lead and ground wires with lamp sockets, and fuel tank sender wire with trunk
grommet and tank connection. New floor dimmer switch is provided for ease of installation. GM
bulkhead connectors for the engine and front light wiring another American Autowire exclusive
and allow for easy installation with original or custom routing. Power and Tach connectors
supplied for GM H. Front lighting includes extra long leads that can be routed for stock or
optional appearances. All headlight, parking and directional light connectors and terminals are
provided along with a switched trigger wire for an electric fan. Original style light sockets,
switch body connectors, terminals, etc. Click here for more information or to buy it now! No
longer do you have to buy individual harnesses for your Nova when you can wire the entire
vehicle with one easy to use and hassle-free wiring kit. Original terminals, connectors another
American Autowire exclusive , and light sockets are supplied for stock cluster connections. All
headlight, park light and directional light connectors and terminals are provided along with a
switched trigger wire for an electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. The Camaro is no
exception. New ATO fuse allow easy fuse and circuit breaker accessibility. Exclusive to
American Autowire Steering column connectors will plug directly into most after market
steering columns as well as and later GM columns, which utilize stock GM turn signal switches.
Rear body wiring includes backup light lead and ground wires with correct light sockets, stop
and tail light lead and ground wires with correct light sockets, and license plate lead wires and
sockets. Fuel tank sender wire and terminal included. GM bulkhead connectors for the engine
and front light wiring are included and ready for installation. This Camaro Classic Update Kit is
part number and is available immediately. Buy the Camaro Voltmeter now! Buy the Nova
Voltmeter now! The Problem: 1. Your steel frame rail is a very poor conductor of ground current.
Over a period of years the connection between the frame and your ground wire will corrode or
rust interrupting your ground current. The Solution: The American Autowire system eliminates
the frame rail from the ground current by using three grounding boxes connected by 6 gauge
copper cables. This kit includes 20 coils of wire marked every five inches with the required
circuit function identification. A Must for Steel Bodies Too! For pictures and more info: All
Copper Grounding Kit. Our new Kit Car Electrical System is a comprehensive kit that is geared
towards builders of kit cars that use fiberglass bodies and are tailored towards Cobras. At the
heart of the kit is our venerable Highway 15 fuse panel to facilitate all of your power distribution.
This modular style panel features a small footprint and a one-sided loading method that is often
necessary for dealing with tight kit car compartments. From there we have modified the
sub-assemblies of the standard Highway 15 kit to provide greater flexibility in switch selection
but have also included our dash mounted turn signal switch, hazard switch and headlight
switches that are the most popular with our kit car customers. This kit is a must have for
anyone serious about building a high quality kit car. What makes this even better is they are a
direct replacement for the common glass sealed beam headlight with no additional mounting
hardware necessary. Completed assembly is lighter than the stock glass bulb by nearly a
pound. The bulb and connectors are weather tight to prevent lamp leakage and connector
corrosion. Up to 30 times more impact resistant. Bulb held with OEM style locking ring. It
eliminates the need for special elaborate relays, ignition switches, toggle switches, and alike
that were previously used to supply voltage in the crank mode and is especially helpful when
running various high-energy ignition systems, or fuel injection. The Highway 15 is a brute in a
small package. Its size makes it the perfect power center for roadsters, T- buckets, kit cars, race
cars or any other vehicle where basic operational circuits are required. Heavy gauge lead wires
are provided for battery, ignition, accessory, horn, turn signal flasher, and 4-way hazard flasher.
Easy clamp-style system makes adding and removing wires easy! No Terminals! No Crimping!
No Screws! Ignition switch Included. Connections included for either dash or column mounted
ignition switches. All needed terminals and connectors to finish the basic wiring system are
included. Complete wiring for headlights. Headlight switch included with internal circuit
breaker. Mounting legs are moveable to allow for various mounting situations. Alternator
regulator diode included. Micro-Relays for Horn and signals. Floor mounted dimmer switch
Included! Designed with internal circuit breaker protection Billet knob included. Makes
connecting up to 8 gauges simple and convenient. Heavy 8-Gauge alternator power feed wire!
High heat and abrasion resistant XLPE wire. Bypass wire included for point type distributors.
Connector bodies and terminals are provided to also make mating to any make column a
breeze! The Highway 22 is the genesis of years of technical improvements and enhanced
features and is the first in a series of highly anticipated, technologically advanced custom

modular panel systems. The Highway 22 fuse panel packs all of the punch of a high-powered
OE system into a smaller, easy-to -install and extremely compact front loading package. The
Highway 22 Complete Wiring Kit includes all the necessary wiring for headlights including: a
three position headlight switch; a 40 amp electric fan or fuel pump relay; heavy duty power and
accessory expansion; micro-relays for horns and turn signals; an accessory harness for radio,
electric wipers, heater, air conditioning, fuel pump, and interior lighting. This kit also contains a
floor mounted dimmer switch; an ignition switch that has been designed for either dash or
column mounting, and includes all the connectors and terminals. The Highway 22 wiring kit was
designed to promote complete mounting flexibility and creativity in specialty electrical systems.
It allows owners of Ford vehicles to more easily connect the Highway 22 Kit to their vehicles.
The add-on kit includes a Ford style ignition switch with bezel and retaining nut; Ford keys; an
alternator harness for the popular Ford 3G alternator; and a Ford Duraspark ignition harness
with ballast resistor. The kit also includes fully illustrated, full color and detailed instructions on
installing the kit with our Highway 22 chassis wiring system. Innovations like this ensure that
we provide you with the consistently superior product in the market. The diagram shown
explains more. Rear body wiring includes backup light lead and ground wires, stop and tail light
lead wires with proper molded light socket connections, third brake light wire and the correct
license plate lead connection for use with your stock tag lamp. Click here to buy it now!
American Autowire proudly announces the release of our newest Classic Update Series wiring
kit: the Chevelle! This kit is built in the tradition of all our Classic Update Series wiring kits. Rear
body wiring includes backup light lead wires with correct lamp sockets, stop and tail light lead
wires with correct lamp sockets, terminals to mate with the license plate connection wire, side
marker lead and ground wires with lamp sockets, and fuel tank sender wire with trunk grommet
and tank connection. All headlight, parking and directional light connectors lamp socket pigtails
are also provided for applications and terminals are provided along with a switched trigger wire
for an electric fan relay usually recommended with AC. This Chevelle Classic Update Kit is part
number and is available immediately. The Builder Series combines the convenience of an
integrated, pre-wired fusebox with an improved power distribution system to accommodate
more power demanding applications in your wiring project. The first kit in the series, the Builder
19 , sports a compact ATO-style fuse panel that is fully encased in a closed box assembly with
two mounting pads and has a fuse cover identifying all circuits by description and fuse rating.
The forward lamp, engine, and rear body leads are all extra long for special routing when a
custom appearance is desired. Click here for more info. To find out more about why voltmeters
are preferred over ammeters , please read this article A Word About Ammeters. Both the
Camaro and Nova voltmeter gauges are currently available. See Instructions Here. This exciting
new product will activate a single electric fan in either one of two 2 unique ways. First, if used in
conjunction with a temperature switch, the fan will come on whenever the vehicle reaches
operating temperature. Any terminals or connectors that are needed to complete the job are
included in the kit. Great question! All Classic Update kits are vehicle specific. The dash
harness on a Classic Update kit is built to install in a given location, with a specific routing
sequence. This assures an exact fit into the vehicle. The mating harnesses dash cluster, engine,
front light, rear body, console, etc. The custom fit and installation of these mating harnesses
makes for a much nicer finished product. Unlike a universal harness, Classic Update Series kits
give you the proper ends, lamp sockets, terminals, and connectors, bringing the harness as
close to plug and play as possible. Classic Update kits also include ignition, headlamp, and
dimmer switches that are engineered to fit the car as well. These kits tend to cost a bit more
than universal kits due to all the extra features provided. However, you get what you pay for!
Another thing to consider is that you may end up trying to splice the year old switch end and
lamp socket pigtails from your old beat-up harness onto your brand new harness, which is
extremely counterproductive. American Autowire currently manufactures three lines of
universal wiring kits: Builder , Power Plus , and Highway Series. These kits tend to be less
expensive than their Classic Update cousins because of lower parts, research, and manufacture
costs. It just means that it was not built to fit your specific car and your car only. These kits can
be useful for price shoppers, non-restoration vehicles, custom projects, etc. Consider what you
need your wiring to do and what features your car will have. Look over each of these kits to find
the best fit for your project. Building a custom or street rod vehicle? Here you can compare the
three lines to find right product for your project! Wires Connected as Needed: Avoids handling
clumps of wires 3. Heavier Gauge Wiring: All bus bars are 6 gauge instead of 10 preventing
overheating even with a full load of accessories 7. Heavier Fused Circuits: All power circuits are
12 gauge rated for 40 Amps. In case of an over load, the panel fuses 30 Amps Max will blow
protecting the wires. Modular Panel: Allows for expansion and is all plastic, non metal
construction Full Color Instructions: Our Wiring Instructions and Schematics are detailed in full

color with step-by-step procedures to make wiring easy. Specials 1. My car has HEI and an
internally regulated alternator along with an aftermarket tilt column. The difference in price is a
consideration for me. There are a several deciding factors when choosing how to re-wire your
car. Today, there are so many choices and it can be confusing. The first thing to do is to decide
what your intentions are with the car. Generally speaking, the two choices you are inquiring
about are your best bets. In most instances, these updates do carry a modest up-charge fee.
The first is how the cost is distributed. The great thing about doing an OEM style re-wire is that
you can buy the harnesses as you can afford them. This can be helpful when you are on a
budget. Just as GM did, we build individual dash, engine, forward lamp, console, rear body, and
other harnesses. Because of this, you can buy a dash and console now, the under hood items in
a month, and the rear body harness later. The other aspect is time. This is a huge consideration,
especially if you are paying someone else to wire your car. The kits on the other hand require
you to lay out, cut and terminate all but the dash harness. Depending on the complexity of your
build and how gutted the car is, hours and sometimes more is not out of the question. Do the
math. On the other hand, if your car has more than your previously listed modifications or time
is less of a factor, the Classic Update kit could still be a valid option. For an exact quote on your
application, I would suggest that you contact our Sales group and explain to them what your
planned build is about, and what options you may be adding now or even in the future. Or, if
you would rather get a quote online, try our Factory Fit quote tool here. Tech Tips Solution : We
assembled all of the Mustang parts, wiper switch, motor and washer coordinator tested them
together, and were able to verify the concern. Here are the assumptions for this resolution to
work: 1. You have a Mustang. You have our Classic Update kit. You have a 2-speed wiper
system. You realize that you won't have a washer function. You don't connect to a washer
coordinator. In and , Pontiac used 2 unique ignition switches, one for tilt and one for non-tilt.
The other divisions also had 2, tilt and non tilt as well. The Pontiacs were unique in that they
were different than all other GM lines as they had 1 extra blade on them. The Pontiacs all had an
extra cavity in the clear connector at the switch and that extra blade on which to plug that
cavity. It is the resistor bypass circuit and must be used or the car will not start in most
instances. That particular blade sends a 12v signal to the coil when cranking the car. The pink
ignition circuit plays to the coil through a resistance wire and only delivers about 9 volts to the
coil which will generally not be enough voltage to start the car. The car runs on between 9.
Unfortunately, the Pontiacs used a starter without a bypass circuit and took their bypass feed
directly off the ignition switch. The dash harnesses in these cars are wired accordingly. You
MUST use that yellow wire, and have a switch for that wire to plug onto or the car most likely
will not start. Once in a great while, an engine will spin freely enough that once you get the
engine turning over and release the key, it may catch and start, but that is an extreme exception,
not the rule. The Pontiac non-tilt switch will not work on a tilt column either. Unfortunately,
neither of those switches are commercially available any longer either. The switches listed and
sold in many repro catalogs are really for a Chevy, Olds, Buick, etc. Most likely, the only way to
get one of the correct switches, is to find a good used or NOS one. Ammeters were used by
many manufacturers over the years to measure the rate of charge over a given path and length
of wire within their electrical systems. This was almost always done in parallel to the charging
circuit. In other words, it is a battery fed circuit that is totally live at all times, and in many
instances is completely unfused. Along with the increased power demands of these newer
vehicles, a higher powered 70 amp and up alternator was also utilized to charge those systems.
As the alternator output increased, the likelihood of a catastrophic failure from a high-powered
unfused battery circuit inside the car, also increased. A voltmeter simply measures a keyed and
fused voltage source off of an ignition circuit, and is much safer than a battery hot ammeter
circuit. The worst circumstance that will ever occur in the case of a shorted voltmeter is a blown
fuse, thus eliminating the chance of the previously mentioned catastrophic failure. For all of you
Camaro and Nova owners who are running the factory console gauges in your resto-mod type
car, AAW is once again leading the industry and is developing a voltmeter to install into the
stock ammeter location of those gauge packs. Contact our sales group for availability. Another
reason that we do not support the use of a factory ammeter is that all of our kits are high
performance units and as such, great care was taken to design those systems to operate with a
minimum of voltage drop. When we do this, it changes the path of the charge. If you recall, we
stated that an OEM ammeter was manufactured to read the flow of electricity over a given path.
By changing that path to be much more efficient, the gauge will no longer register correctly.
With all of this said, any Factory Fit Brand OEM styled harness that calls for a factory-installed
ammeter will be wired according to the original GM engineering drawings. An alternator
produces electricity used to charge the battery and to help run the electrical accessories,
including the ignition and the engine control systems. It is belt-driven by the engine and

produces an alternating current AC , which is converted internally to 12 volts direct current DC
by the diode bridge or rectifiers. Most alternators now use internal voltage regulators to
maintain the proper system voltage, from An alternator cycles on and off as demands increase
and decrease. The battery buffers it from the electrical demands of the car, and it only works
enough to maintain system voltage. However, with the demands placed on the system by heat
and electrical devices i. The average alternator is lucky to last years. Anatomy of a Vehicle
Electrical System Click the thumbnail above to view larger. When connecting or disconnecting
an automotive battery, it is advisable to wear safety glasses and remove any jewelry that could
come in contact with the batteries positive post and surrounding metal. Most automotive
batteries contain sulfuric acid and if the battery is shorted it can cause severe injury to your
eyes and skin. Do not replace a blown fuse with one that has a higher amperage rating. The fuse
has a specific amperage rating because it is intended to be the weak link in the circuit to protect
the electrical components. A blown fuse indicates excessive current has entered the circuit.
This can be caused by a number of things: a shorted electrical component, a faulty or
accidental connection between two different circuits, just to name a few. It is recommended to
bring your vehicle to someone who specializes in auto electrical problems. American Autowire
builds three distinct product lines, all of which work toward their own specific solution: Factory
Fit. Factory Fit harnesses are made for GM vehicles using original engineering blueprints. This
means they are plug and play replacements for the wiring installed in your vehicle on the
factory assembly line. Each harness section under-dash, rear body, etc is available as an
individual part number, the same way they would have been at a dealership parts department.
With Factory Fit you have the ability to rewire one section of the car, or the entire vehicle.
Harnesses route just like the originals, and each part comes assembled and ready to install.
Classic Update. Pro-touring, restomod or pro-street. We understand not everyone wants to keep
things original, and and modification goes by many names. Classic Update kits, however, can
be summed up with one quick phrase; complete, vehicle-specific modified restoration wiring.
Update kits are designed to provide more available circuits than an original wiring set, including
extra power feeds for options like aftermarket air-conditioning, power windows or even fuel
injection. All kits include a modern, ATO-style fuse boxes, along with the dash, engine
compartment and rear body sections needed to completely replace your original harness.
Extra-long wire lengths in engine compartment and rear body sections allow for custom routing,
but correct original-style lamp sockets and connectors make your final installation simple. Each
Classic Update kit is designed to rewire a complete vehicle, headlight to taillight. Highly
modified and completely custom. Need even more room to customize your street rod, race car
or highly-modified classic? Sometimes stating the problem means making your own solution.
Our modular Highway kits allow you to change the mounting location of the fuse box, create
custom routing and build the harness section by section to suit your car. American Autowire
also manufactures several equally expandable under-dash style kits in our Power Plus and
Builder fuse boxes. Each custom harness also comes complete, with all the sections needed to
rewire a full vehicle chassis. Larger capacity panels, such as the Highway 22, Power Plus 20 and
Builder 19 are perfect for electrically intensive cars. Track only, rat rod or a basic street rods will
find the Highway 15 or Power Plus 13 kits more than adequate to address all the must have
items, with a little extra room for accessories down the line. Every car needs wiring, no matter
how basic or advanced. Identifying the correct wiring resolution for your build helps ensure the
rest of the project falls into place one circuit, or turn of a wrench at a time. All electrical circuit
requires a complete circuit to operate. Voltage to a device will not be sufficient unless there is
also a complete ground path to the battery. The ground path for a metal-bodied car is the body
itself. In fiberglass-bodied cars, a separate ground wire is needed to connect the load to the
chassis. In either case, a poor ground connection will have the same effect as an open switch.
To check wiring for continuity, an ohmmeter or a self-powered test light is needed. An
ohmmeter is preferred because it displays the precise amount of resistance between the test
points. When using a test light, it will glow when there is continuity, however the intensity of the
bulb may vary depending on the amount of resistance in the circuit. The test light is good for
making quick checks. Never use an ohmmeter to check resistance when battery voltage is
present in the circuit. Eliminate the power source by disconnecting the battery or removing the
fuse so there is no voltage in the circuit. You may damage the ohmmeter by connecting it to live
voltage. Caution should be taken when using an ohmmeter to check voltage in some electronic
components such as the oxygen sensor as the ohmmeter applies a small amount of voltage
through its test leads and could cause damage to the component. Special high impedance 10,
mega-ohmmeters should be used for electronics testing. When tracing wires for continuity be
aware that the wires sometimes change color after passing through a connector, switch or
relay. Always refer to a wiring diagram when possible. Q: Why would my battery die in a day or

two? A: There are a few things that can do this. The first and most obvious is the condition of
the battery. If a battery is old, or is in a car that seldom gets used and is stored for great lengths
of time, the internals can sulfate and go bad. When this happens, the battery will appear to take
a charge, but will not hold it. A good battery will generally read between Once completely
charged, do a draw test if you have that capability and see how the battery reacts. This can
happen almost overnight in the fall or winter. As the days and nights get colder, the useful
cranking amps of a battery begin to diminish as the electrons move more slowly in the cold and
you can actually get a break in the internal cells of the battery as well. The other thing that can
happen, is a heavy draw on the battery when it is at rest, can discharge the battery almost
overnight. The logical thing to do, is once again, recharge the battery in a slow fashion. It is best
to remove the negative cable to do this and charge the battery either in or out of the vehicle.
After the battery has been brought back up to the proper charge level, and before hooking the
negative cable back up, take a test light and connect it between the negative cable and negative
battery post. If your test lamp lights up, than you have a draw on your system. The brighter the
light, the heavier the draw. If the light comes on dimly, something such as a clock or digital
radio can cause a slight draw and give you this scenario. This will eventually kill the battery, but
will usually take a very long time to do so, especially if the battery is in good operating
condition. If you get a bright and persistent light, this is an indication of a draw heavy enough to
quickly kill your battery. Locating the source of the draw is easier than you might think. With the
test light still hooked up as outlined above between the negative post on the negative cable and
with a brightly illuminated light, start removing fuses one at a time. When the light goes off, you
have found the offending circuit. Once you have determined the problem circuit, see what is
connected into that circuit and start unplugging those items one at a time This method also
works on a circuit that blows a fuse. Again, when the light goes out, you have found your
culprit. Fix and repair it as necessary. Now even with all the fuses pulled, the light continues to
stay on. Things like a voltage regulator, alternator, ignition switch, headlight switch, and even
some lighters will be on an unfused circuit. Again, start unhooking these items one at a time
being careful not to ground them out as being unfused, these leads and will cause quite a mess
if grounded out. Internally regulated alternators, while usually a great product, are notorious for
developing an open diode inside of them that diverts 12 volts to ground and drains a battery
overnight. They will charge a battery, operate perfectly, and give you no indication of any
problem. Disconnecting the alternator and having the test lamp go out finds this problem for
you. Battery cable is large automotive cable. Like smaller types of automotive wire, it is
available in PVC and cross-linked forms. Click here to read an earlier post explaining the
differences between PVC and cross-linked wire insulation. Cross-linked battery cables can also
be used in starter and battery ground applications, and they are more resistant to heat,
abrasion, and aging than PVC cable. There is a combination of 2 tools that we recommend to do
that job properly. The Double Crimper part crimps the heavy gauge wires and double wire
crimps, and the Splice Clip Crimper part crimps the gauge single wire crimps. These two tools
are investment quality products that will last a lifetime when cared for properly. The tools were
specifically designed by Delphi-Packard to crimp the quality OEM open barrel Delphi Packard
terminals that we supply with our kits. The tools are available to be purchased or rented from
American Autowire. Most who do rent them, actually end up keeping themâ€¦. Open barrel
terminals offer the best possible connection to a wire as long as they are applied properly. We
would recommend that both tools mentioned above be used to ensure the best possible
performance of your new harness kit. The tools roll the wings of the terminals down into the
wire, and when applied properly with the correct pressure and tooling, will keep the wire from
pulling out of the crimped terminal. A proper crimp will help you avoid such things as a high
resistance connection that ultimately will create excessive heat and premature failure of a
harness or connection. Even though we recommend using the Delphi Packard crimpers, it is not
necessary that you use only those crimpers. Many home auto enthusiasts choose to use
generic crimpers to just snug the terminal onto the wire and then spot solder each connection.
If you choose this route and do a good job, you should have good results. However, just be
aware that your time to install the kit will be raised significantly by having to solder each and
every connection that you need to make. Is crimping the terminals this way the best way? No,
but it will work. Remember to use the solder sparingly. Too much can cause the solder and flux
to wick up inside the wire casing, causing a brittle connection and possibly other issues in the
future. We have investigated many other crimping tools over the years, but none do the job as
well as the original Delphi Packard crimpers. For example, Snap-On and Mac each make one
crimper that is pretty good, but still does cover the complete range of terminals that the Delphi
Packard tools do. In addition, they are priced similarly to the Delphi Packard crimpers. For more
information and a video demonstration, visit the crimping tools section of our website. A fuse

will blow before the desired amperage if the fuse is located in a part of the vehicle that retains
additional heat, such as the engine compartment. Heat lowers the fuse rating. Fuel gauge
troubleshooting begins with isolating the problem either to the gauge, sending unit, fuse or
wiring. The most common gauge problems are either a bad ground at the tank, or a sender
problem. As with any electrical troubleshooting, it is best to check the fuse and all wiring
connections are clean, tight and free of corrosion. The first place to start is to check the ignition
12 volt power feed at the fuel gauge to see that it is powered up. If you DO NOT have 12 volts
ignition on the fuel gauge, check the gauge fuse to see if it is good, and make sure the ignition
switch is powering the ignition pink wire on the ignition blade of the switch. The fuel gauge
should immediately go to empty. If the fuel gauge responds correctly, the fuel gauge and
sending unit wire at this point are reacting correctly. Next, check the fuel tank float assembly to
see if the grounding terminal on the float assembly has a good grounding point to the chassis.
If the ground wire looks good, the problem most likely resides in the fuel tank float assembly,
and may need to be replaced. The secret of good soldering is to use the right amount of heat.
Too little heat will result in a cold solder joint; too much heat can seriously damage a
component. The key factors in quality soldering are time and temperature. Generally, rapid
heating is desired. If heat is applied too long, the flux may be consumed and surface oxidation
can become a problem. All soldering should be performed with a soldering iron rated at
approximately 45 watts. The tip should be kept clean by brushing it frequently on a moist
sponge. You may use an iron that plugs directly into a wall outlet, or for better temperature
control, use a soldering station. Soldering stations usually have a variable temperature control,
which lets you set the right amount of heat to be used. For good heat conduction between the
soldering iron and the joint, a small amount of solder should be applied to the tinned portion of
the soldering-iron tip, and this surface should be applied to the backside of the terminal. The
solder wire is then applied to the front side of the terminal, but is not brought into contact with
the iron See figure 1. When the solder melts into the terminal and wire, the joint is properly
soldered. The reason the iron is placed on the backside and the solder wire to the front side is
that solder travels toward heat. This procedure avoids a cold solder joint that could cause
trouble in the future. It is a good idea for the inexperienced hobbyist to practice soldering with
some scrap terminals and wire. Good practice tips: 1. Apply enough solder so that every strand
of wire is surrounded by solder. They were primarily used on vehicles between Two of the most
commonly used models were the 10SI and 12SI alternators. Two key identification points of the
SI alternator is the external fan with V belt pulley and the 2 charge indicator light terminals male
blades that appear on the backside of the alternator. The pictures below show the front and rear
of a SI alternator and a picture of the connector that plugs into the alternator. The pictures
below show a CS alternator vs. Two key identification points of the CSD alternator is the internal
fan and vented case with a serpentine belt pulley and the 4 charge indicator light terminals all
the same size that appear on the backside of the alternator. The pictures below show a CSD
alternator and the connector that plugs into the alternator. Are you running a 1-wire alternator?
My guess is that you probably are. The alternator needs to pick up to about volts to compensate
for the extreme voltage draw that you are experiencing. This does not even include any other
tax on the system. The problem with a 1-wire alternator is that it does not sense that high draw,
because there is no sense wire in the system at the alternator. The sense wire allows the
alternator to see what the draw or capacity of the charging circuit is. If a system has a strong
draw, the alternator will pick up a bit to compensate for that draw. In a 1-wire system, they are
self-exiting and as such have no exciter or sensing circuit. I own a 98 suburban with a Vortec,
and all HD everything. When the air is on and the auxiliary electric fan kicks in, my voltage
drops from This is acceptable. I have never had any problem with the battery going dead or any
long term charging issues. The wiring schematic included with your kit is not meant to be used
for installation instruction. In fact, if you were to attempt to wire the entire vehicle using only
your schematic it would be somewhat difficult. We have attached the schematic to give an
overall understanding of how each circuit is connected. It is best to start wiring based on the kit
section denoted by letterâ€¦. This will walk you through each part of your installation with much
more detail than you will find in a schematic. Doing this will not only make the job of rewiring
feel much more approachable, but can help prevent installation based issues. LED light emitting
diode lights are fast becoming the light source of choice in many applications. There are good
reasons for this. LED lights consume about 10th the power of an incandescent light bulb
making them much more efficient. LEDs also last much longer than incandescent light bulbs at
approximately , hours. In the vehicle, the LED is commonly used as an indicator for alerting you
if a circuit is powered on, such as turn signals and high beams. They are also used as warning
lights, such as low oil pressure and high water temperature. Identify your project. This is not an
easy task because it really does depend on the car you are starting with. If your project is a

typical street rod, then you have a far more complex task at hand. This almost always requires a
complete rebuild and a conversion to a 12 volt electrical system. If you are starting with a
running car, you may not need to replace all the harnesses in the car. However, this can all
change with a complete restoration. Plan your project. Once you have determined those
accessories, you can then determine how may circuits or how many amps you need to feed
those accessories. Research what is available. You have identified your project and decided the
extent of modifications and the mix of accessories you want. The next step is to find out what is
available. There are basically two major categories of harness products. Those are original
replacement and generic rewire products. This is by far the easiest way to re-wire, since the
harnesses are plug in replacements made specifically for the vehicle in question. Some vehicle
attributes must be defined in more detail because there were many factory options available for
each model. These harnesses generally cost more, however, installation time is much shorter
and requires less skill. The most common alterations for alternators and ignition systems are
also available as complete plug in modifications. Generic rewire kits require more work on the
part of the installer. However, there is a wide area of kits that range from vehicle-specific update
kits Classic Update Series to totally generic and universal wiring kits Power Plus, Builder, and
Highway Series. This is the area that requires the most research on the part of the customer.
The time spent really knowing the alternatives, the concept behind the kit, inclusions with the
kit, and the reputation of the manufacturer is time well spent. Determine your comfort level. You
will have to assess your level of expertise and your capability to install the wiring system based
on your research. Aside from the daunting task of rewiring, you have to decide if the kit
description satisfies your level of expertise. Select the wiring system best suited to your
requirements and the car. If your project is a totally custom street rod, a more generic kit such
as the Highways Series, Builder series, or Power Plus series kit is in order. The decision here
centers on the number of power circuits required and the type of kit design. A general rule
concerning number of circuits is that if your wish list contains items that you think you may
want to install later, it is wise to plan to purchase a kit with more circuit capability now. This will
allow easier installation later as the power handling capability will already be in place. The
second part of this decision centers on the selection of a modular or integrated fuse box kit.
Modular kits are represented in our Highway series 15 and 22 kits. They are easier to install
because none of the wires are pre-connected to the fuse panel and all power circuits are wired
from the outside into the fuse panel, i. Panel placement is not constrained and circuits not used
are not connected. This prevents live circuits that will have to be capped off before the system
goes live. Integrated fuse panel kits are represented by our Power Plus and Builder Series kits.
These fuse panels are designed to mount under the dash. All connections are done from the
fuse box out requiring termination of each wire at the final connection point. These systems are
less flexible in the panel mounting location and do present more routing issues than a modular
system. The Classic Update Series kits combine aspects of a generic kit, with those of a
vehicle-specific kit. Classic Update kits provide as much plug and play capability as possible,
while accommodating the increased circuitry and free routing requirements of a street rod kit
design. These kits are designed around a specific group of vehicles. Original switches, heater
controls, tail lights, parking lights, factory gauges, and dash design are incorporated into the
design of these kits. If this kit exists for your vehicle, it will be the most complete option
available to you, saving considerable time and effort in the rewire project. Modification
harnesses exist to address charging system and ignition system updates. While the cost of
these harnesses is more than the generic kits, considerably less time is spent in installation. If
you plan on putting OEM-style Factory Fit wiring back into your car, do yourself a favor and take
notes and lots of pictures when removing the existing wiring. Since the Factory Fit line of wiring
harnesses is a reproduction of the original wiring, your new harnesses will be installed in
exactly the same place that you remove the old wiring from. Electron: The basic unit of
electricity. It is the movement of electrons which runs the devices. Voltage: This is the force or
pressure of electricity in the wire. Imagine your garden hose as the wire; the water pressure
would be equivalent to the voltage. Older cars run on six volt systems and newer most and later
utilize twelve volt systems. Current: This is the movement of electrons in the wire, also known
as Amps. The greater the movement through the wire, the greater the number of amps. Think of
this as the speed of the water coming out of the garden hose. When you tighten the nozzle the
water shoots out further and faster. Resistance: This is a restriction to the movement of
electrons through the wire or circuit. The unit of resistance is called the OHM and you can think
of it as a kink in that garden hose. The higher the resistance, the more current must flow to
overcome it. The more current flow through an area of high resistance, the hotter the wire will
become, ultimately failing. Corrosion, loose terminals and too-small diameter wires are three
very common causes of resistance. A relay is nothing more than a remote switch that uses an

electromagnet to close a set of contact points. When the relay magnet is supplied with voltage,
the points close and battery voltage is routed through the main circuit. Relays are often used in
circuits to reduce the amount of wiring that is required, and to reduce the current that flows
through the primary control switch. A relatively low amperage switch, timer or sensor can be
used to turn a much higher capacity relay on and off. From our Tech Tips series of videosâ€¦in
this installment, Michael Manning provides installation tips for the headlight switch provided in
many of our Classic Update kits. Click below to watch the video: Tips for headlight switch
installation. From our Tech Tips series of videosâ€¦in this installment, Michael Manning
provides installation tips for the ignition switch provided in our Classic Update kits for the
Mustang, Bronco, and the Ford Truck. Click below to watch the video: Ignition Switch: Chevy.
When running wire through a metal hole, it is recommended to use an insulator between the
metal and the wire jacket. If the insulator is not used over time it may chafe through and short.
One type of insulator is a grommet. It is not recommended to route your wiring near heat
sources like exhaust pipes or turning hardware like fans or drive shafts. It is best to harness
any of your wiring with wire ties or tape to be sure they are secure and not easily caught on
something. The biggest difference between the two categories is temperature range, as shown
below. This insulation can be melted with a heat source, changing the form. The three main
types of PVC automotive wire are: 1. Cross-linked automotive wire can withstand much higher
temperatures than PVC automotive wire. The three most common types of cross-linked
automotive wire are: 1. Every electrical component requires a certain amount of voltage to
operate. A light bulb will glow dim as the voltage drops. A starter motor may turn the engine
slowly if the battery voltage is too low, or it may not crank at all. That is because some
components have a voltage limit, below which the component will not operate at all. Minimum
threshold voltage is especially critical for some components such as solenoids which need a
certain amount of voltage to overcome spring tension , horns, relays, timers, buzzers, fuel
injectors which are also solenoids and most electronics such as ignition module, computer and
radio. Check the battery for proper voltage. The battery should be at least 75 percent charged
and read If the battery is low, it should be recharged and tested. The charging system should
also be checked, and have a reading between If the battery is OK, your voltmeter should read
within 1 volt of battery voltage at the circuit load point in any given circuit. Excessive resistance
in the wiring usually causes low circuit voltage. Usually, this means a loose or corroded
connector, a faulty switch, or relay or poor ground. If the voltmeter shows a drop of more than a
0. Ideally, the voltage drop should be no more than 0. Loose or corroded battery cables and
ground straps are a common cause of voltage-related problems. This is shown on the
instructions for the panel, sheet It is always best to run a fuel pump through a relay assembly as
that is a constant load. While we may only be talking about a 7 to 10 amp load, it is always
operating whenever the vehicle is running. By using a relay, you let the relay carry the load off
of a direct battery connection 8 on your panel , and you use an ignition trigger to activate that
relay. The coil for that relay only draws about 2 to 3 amps. By setting the vehicle up this way,
you have traded a 7 to 10 amp constant draw for a 2 to 3 amp constant draw which reduces the
load on your ignition switch by about 5 to 7 amps. That translates into better performance from
your system by allowing that extra amperage to be used elsewhere in the vehicle. However, the
crimp tool does not produce the crimp that a factory crimp machine would yield. Therefore,
because this is such a critical connection, we recommend that, in this case, the crimp be
followed up by soldering. As an added bonus, this means your existing bulbs or a correct
original-replacement bulb will work with the sockets we supply with our harnesses. Not sure
what those bulbs were? Sylvania has a very handy bulb replacement guide for both vintage and
late model vehicles. Unplug the beige connector GM SI series alternator containing the brown
exciter wire and the red sensor wire from the alternator and tape it back against the harness.
The heavy red power wire is all that is required for a single wire alternator. As one wire
alternators are self exciting, they typically have the exciter plug cavity blocked off to prevent the
possibility of plugging in an exciter wire connector. Frequently Asked Questions Q: When I put
my key into the ignition switch of my Camaro with the door open, the horn starts to honk. When
I close the door, turn the ignition to on, or to accessory position, the horn stops honking.
However, the horn does not work when I press the horn button. My original system has the
warning function for a key in the ignition, but this was just a buzz and had nothing to do with
the horn. All systems were working properly prior to replacing the harnesses! I have re-checked
all the connections disconnected them then re-connected them , but the problem still exists. All
components are connected, other than the instrument panel. What is happening here? A:
Change the black and pink with black stripe wires out on the horn relay. It sounds like they are
plugged in incorrectly. Unfortunately, aftermarket relays do not have some of the features of
OEM relays that make this mix-up less likely. A factory original GM relay cannot be plugged in

incorrectly unless the wrong connectors are on the wrong wires. The pink with black stripe wire
should have the connector with the notch cut out on the underside of it, whereas the the
connector on the black wire should be solid. Are your wiring kits compatible with a Uni-Lite
distributor? Are there any changes that I need to make to my wiring to ensure proper ignition
function? In some cases, our kits will include instruction sheets for using a points type
distributor along with a ballast resistor as an alternative to the out-of-the-box HEI setup. That
said, our kits do not include instructions for wiring a Mallory Uni-Lite distributor, and typically,
the correct wiring of a Uni-Lite distributor will be different than what is required for either an HEI
or points setup. The correct wiring of a Uni-Lite distributor is determined by the model number
of the unit. Please refer to the Mallory instruction sheets, or Mallory technical support for the
correct way to wire your particular distributor. In most cases, all that will be required to make a
Uni-Lite distributor will be the inclusion of a ballast resistor in the ignition circuit, but this really
needs to be confirmed with Mallory. Although American Autowire technical support strives to
be on the cutting edge of the various offerings from the automotive aftermarket, the sheer
volume of the available ignition systems on the market requires us to defer to the instructions
provided by the appropriate manufacturer. The Autometer oil pressure gauge must use the
Autometer supplied sender. Therefore, you cannot splice into the stock oil pressure sender.
You will have to remove the original oil pressure sender unless it includes lead wires to the ECU
along with the original oil pressure gauge signal. An easier way to connect the gauge is to use
the oil cover located above the oil filter. The GM oil cover has an extension that has a 12mm
threaded hole used to accept a stock oil temperature sender. The oil pressure sender can these
be installed in the adapter. If there is conflict between the oil sender and the headers, a braided
stainless steel line can be used to remotely mount the sender. Connect the oil pressure sender
lead wire directly from this sender to the oil pressure gauge. The Autometer water temperature
gauge must use the Autometer supplied sender. Therefore you cannot splice into the stock
water temp sender. You will have to install the Autometer water temperature sender in the rear
of the right side passenger cylinder head. There is an existing water jacket 12 mm access bolt
that will have to be removed. The sender supplied with the water temperature gauge is part
Autometer recommends replacing this sender with their part which is a shorter sender. This
sender can then be installed in the adapter. The water temperature sender lead wire can then be
connected from the sender directly to the water temperature gauge. Based upon your vehicle
size or length, you can mount the Highway 15 or 22 Series in the trunk area. Most trunk
locations used are not at the most rear of the vehicle, but generally behind the passenger seat
shelf. This kit will assure you do not cut yourself short prior to completing your installation.
AAW offers a no load flasher to handle this situation. The way a normal flasher can works is that
there is a piece of bi-metal inside the can that pops on and off as it detects the load on the
system from the incandescent bulbs. When those bulbs are removed, the flasher no longer
senses any load, therefore it stops popping on and off. When LEDs are introduced exclusively
into the system, the no load flasher creates an artificial load which, in turn, flashes the lamps on
and off. Even a 4-headlight system that is utilizing standard type halogen lamps should be OK
with any of our kits providing that you have utilized our dimmer and lamp switches. The current
draw on a standard set of 4 halogen bulbs is about 13 amps. With our dual power feeds to the
headlight switch, the main circuit breaker is only carrying the load of the headlights themselves,
and that breaker and circuit will carry 13 or 14 amps with no problem whatsoever. If you are
talking about some other type of hi output lamps, simply calculate the amperage output. If the
total current draw is more than about amps, an enhancement system may be in order. All
American Autowire Classic Update kits are designed for modern 12 volt, electronic ignition
systems, not points. Original Mustang tachometers based their rpm readout on frequency of
ignition point closures and therefore are incompatible. You could use a Remote Disconnect on a
6V system if it is not drawing too much current; however, it was designed to run on a 12V
system. The plunger which acts as the on off switch is activated by the strength of the 12V
current. A 6V current may not have enough strength to work the switch. It is not recommended
that original switches be used in any of our kits. In many instances, the method of connection is
completely different, as the switches that we include are updated-style units. The amperage
ratings on our switches are usually higher than stock so that they will carry the extra load
capabilities of the updated harnesses. Yes, this can be made to work. However, there are a few
extenuating circumstances to consider. First, our switch is engineered to work with our
harness. While your original switch may work, you will probably have to cut and splice that into
our harness, as the mating connector will most likely be different than what we have supplied.
Another issue is fuel injection. If you choose to try and use your old switch and it is not
mutually bussed, the injectors will not pulse, the coils will not fire, and the car will not start.
These are just a few of the reasons that simply put, you are just much better off using the AAW

switch that comes with your new system. All of our ignition switches are mutually bussed and
will work in all of the above instances without any modifications at all. While there may be a way
to make this work, it would be best to utilize the switch that came with the kit. First of all, with a
new switch you are far less likely to encounter any performance issues within the system, and
generally speaking, hooking up a new harness to an older switch is not a great idea. Secondly,
our system is engineered around that included switch and incorporates two battery fed inputs.
The first, an un-fused headlight feed, is wired directly through the internal thermal circuit
breaker inside of the switch, and that is all that is on that circuit. A secondary fused input feed
supplies the tail, parking, and dash lamps. This split allows for more of an amperage load
directly to the headlamp circuit so that if you are using halogen lamps or alike, you will have
less of a chance with that circuit tripping due to the increased load that those lamps can put on
a system. Generally speaking, most engine management wiring systems will only require two
power sources that can be sourced directly from the fuse panels provided in our kits: a 12v
keyed ignition power source and a direct battery powered source. American Autowire provides
instructions for kits in our modified restoration and street rod divisions: Classic Update,
Highway, Builder, and Power Plus Series. These instructions and schematics will be included in
the box with your kit. Should you lose your copy, or need an extra, instructions are available
online. You can view, download, and print instructions any time, from your computer or mobile
device! Click here to find instructions for your kit. However, if you would like a guide to help
install your OEM wiring, we recommend the original factory assembly manual, section They are
available through our webstore here. Yes, every boot, tube and grommet and connector needed
for the rewiring of your car is included in our Classic Update Kits. Included are tail light
sockets,dash light sockets, indicating light sockets, GM connectors. Temperature gauge
troubleshooting begins with isolating the problem either to the gauge, sending unit, fuse or
wiring. As with any electrical troubleshooting it is best to check all wiring connections are
clean, tight and free of corrosion. The first place to start is at the temperature-sending unit.
Remove the wire from the temperature-sending unit located on the engine typically a dark green
wire. Then connect the wire to a good ground. You can do this by using a jumper wire. If the
needle does not move, remove the same dark green wire from back of the gauge and connect a
jumper from the terminal on the back of the gauge to a good ground. If it does not move,
connect a test light by grounding one end to a good known ground and the other end to positive
side of the gauge typically a pink wire. If it does not illuminate, ensure the gas gauge fuse is
good. If the fuse is good, connect a jumper wire between the ignition switch and the positive
side of the gauge. If the gauge now works, replace the defective wiring between the gauge and
the ignition switch. If the test light illuminates there is 12 volts present, replace the temperature
gauge. Q: Your Highway 15 kit has provisions for a dual headlamp system. My car has quad
headlamps. What parts do I need, and can they be purchased separately? Is there a diagram to
add this connection? A : Yes, the high beam headlamp connectors and terminals can be
purchased separately. As far as instructions are concerned, we do not offer any printed
instructions. However, installation is fairly simple: Crimp the new supplied terminals onto new
lt. Then splice or connect the other end of those wires into your existing Highway kit LH
headlight connector that already contains the lt. Once you have done this, simply plug the 2
new wires into the new 2-way connector that you purchased. Then plug that connector onto the
LH high beam light bulb assembly. Repeat this process for the RH side. The intention of these
kits is for them to be installed in a modified application or vehicle. The Classic Update kits are
marketed as complete kits, yes. A complete kit would give you the circuits needed to hook up
the stock components and even some optional items 2 speed wipers, radio, factory gauges, etc.
Included would be connections for things like lighting, turn signals, gauges, heater in some
instances , ignition, lighter, clock, steering column, radio, all engine connections, alternators,
etc. We do not include any connections for factory ammeters. From time to time, we have made
the decision to simply supply the feed wire for various options when found that there were far
too many scenarios to address. A good example of this would be the wiper connection on our
Mustang Kit. There were about 8 or 9 totally different configurations on the wiper systems used
on those models and as such, we chose to simply supply the main power feed wires for both
the washer and wiper circuits just as Ford did back in the s. On those OE applications, the wiper
harnesses were optional items specified for each car and simply plugged into the main feed or
feeds depending on which optional system the car was equipped with. In your specific instance,
items such as factory air conditioning, power windows and power top would all be optional
items and would not be included. This is no different than in the OE application. However, in
almost every instance, we have provided a power feed wire or connection point for you to be
able to connect your stock or aftermarket power accessory into the main Classic Update
harness. You must first determine what direction you are going with your project. Are you

replacing or repairing existing wiring? Are you restoring the vehicle to original condition? Do
want the look of originality under the hood of the vehicle? These would lead you into our
Factory Fit line of wring harnesses. These harnesses are replacements built to exact GM
specifications. Each harness meets the requirements of the make, model, year and options
when the vehicle was manufactured. Or would you like to hide the wiring as much as possible?
If so, you will most likely gravitate towards our Modified Restoration and Custom series of
wiring kits: The Classic Update Series is made for the restoration enthusiast who wants some
modern amenities in their classic vehicle. All the switches, connectors, and terminals you need
are included. With these kits, we do most of the work, then allow you, the builder, to complete
the installation and connections based upon the components you have chosen to install, and
where you would like to place the wiring. Classic Updates are currently available in 20 kits! This
means that no wires are plugged into the fuse panel when you purchase a Highway kit. Seem
strange? This allows you to mount the fuse box in a location of your choice: under or behind a
seat, in a console or glove box, or possibly in the trunk. Mount the box and begin to wire the
connections back to the box. Two Kits are available to meet your circuit requirements â€” the
Highway 15 and Highway The Power Plus Series and Builder Series of universal harnesses are
terminated at the fuse box and pre-wired for the convenience of the installer. This simplifies the
installation. The fuse boxes in these kits are typically mounted under the dashboard in the
traditional driver side location. You will still complete the installation of the final connections,
but half your work is completed! So there we are â€” a few different style kits based upon your
decision on how you choose to build your project. Get a plan together. Understand your project
and the direction you want to go. The Battery Cable Kits are 8 feet long for the under the hood
and 18 feet for the trunk mounted versions. Authorized returns with a Return Merchandise
Authorization RMA number affixed to the outside of the package will be processed within 48
hours of receipt at our facility. All returns are inspected by our QA department. You will be
notified immediately if we have any questions about your return, assuming there is an RMA
number on the box. Any returns that arrive to us without an RMA number will take longer to
process and could potentially be returned to the customer. If you have any questions about a
return, please call x Mounting the unit under the dash is certainly acceptable. Mounting the box
to a metal bracket or plate and then attaching it to a mating plate attached to the firewall via
magnets will have no adverse effect on the panels operation. I would suggest the installation of
Grounding Kit in your particular project to allow for more efficient grounding requirements and
locations. This is especially critical with fiberglass bodied projects. This can be caused by a few
different scenarios. First, if your car consistently sits for a long amount time and the battery is
older, the battery may be sulfated to the point that it will no longer hold a charge for any
significant length of time. The new gel-cell batteries have a very high tolerance against this
scenario and are a perfect solution for those of us here in the northern states where our cars
get stored for long lengths of time over the winter months. If your car has a digital radio or fuel
injection and the car gets parked for a long length of time, this can actually be likely and proper
occurrence. The computers in these types of items have a constant draw on them that, after a
given length of time, will actually drain the battery. Some new cars can actually drain a new
battery in a matter of weeks. The third scenario is that you have a constant draw other than an
expected one as outlined above that drains the battery rather quickly. An appliance of some
type that is faulty can generally cause this problem. Solution: The first thing to determine is
what your specific problem is. We do this by first giving the battery a good, slow, low amperage
charge. Try to avoid a quick charge as this can actually damage the battery in some instances.
Once the battery is fully charged and is up to about 14 â€” If God had meant for us to use eBay ,
no one would ever get negative feedback! Click here to see them! The pictures in this guide
were made to portray certain specific points noted in the title of each page withe a brief
description adjacent to each picture. This is a very well-made little guy, and very well preserved.
Someone took very good care of this. The tape runs forward and rewind, but there is a little
dimple in the tires from sitting for a long time. I can tell you that a tone injected on the tape head
leads comes out the speaker, so I think the amplifier works. The tape head appears to read
continuity through it. I cannot get it to play or record anything. The original microphone is
included but I believe it is bad. I suspect a small electret microphone could be installed in it. I
am selling it "as is" with no warranty. I'm hoping someone with more expertise than mine could
get it working. It's just too nice to throw away. Very attractive lighted dial. The dial is hidden
inside the case. When you push the button down on the right top, the dial and red dial pointer
spring up, and the radio turns on. You turn the radio off by closing the dial down into the case.
Very clever, and unlike any radio made before or since. The maroon plastic case has no major
cosmetic issues, just a few scratches and rubs. Incredible shape for a set 80 years old. The
radio is playing strongly and clearly, picking up all my local AM stations with no problem. The

plastic covered handle is in good condition. The Admiral name on front is in good condition. A
wonderful example of a Retro 50's radio. It displays very nicely. About 9"W x 7"H x 4"D. The
cabinet is without cracks or chips and has been refinished with the original cream color. The
chassis has been fully reviewed and all components checked and replaced where failed or weak
- resistors, tubes and the alignment were checked. Original knobs. Plays nicely. Please carefully
review all photos as they will give the best cosmetic description of the radio. Radio will be
expertly packed and shipped fully insured. It takes a cylindrical 9 volt battery EverReady that
can be found online. This set has just a hairline bottom left but otherwise is clean. Very
presentable. This radio is in amazing shape - no cracks or chips or hairlines or dents. Leather
case in bad shape. No noise. No cracks or chips or dents or hairlines and paint is good - clean
set for restoration. A couple subtle stains on grill, very minor. No cracks or chips or dents or
hairlines. It takes a cylindrical 9-volt battery that is obsolete but I believe you can find them
online. If you rig a normal 9-volt battery to it, it'll work fine for you. It's a real time capsule
worthy of a full restoration as the chrome is incredible with no flaws and plastic has no
scratches. This is a real beauty. Bottom label is missing, so determining the model number
required some research. One tiny chip can be seen in the photos. The four-tube design might
have only marginal performance in a basement unless you are in an area with good signal
strength. There is no provision for an external antenna. It has been fully serviced new
capacitors, resistors checked, tubes tested and replaced as necessary, and aligned. Chapel, U.
Marine Corps. Hard cover with pages, in good condition. I have completely restored it, replacing
all of the older paper and wax type capacitors with newer longer lasting ones. Also replaced the
old style electrolytic capacitors which cause that hum that you hear in older radios when they
go bad. All the tubes have been checked on my tester and I have replaced any of the bad ones
with new, all circuits checked and working properly now and the radio sounds as nice as it
looks. Table, painted Bakelite, AM radio. Re-painted in original ivory color. Re-capped and tubes
and other components replaced as needed. Plays well across the broadcast band. Please see
some past customer comments listed below. Makes a nice Deco item for your home or office.
Will package carefully and ship by UPS ground insured. The factory ivory painted case is in very
good condition. There are some flecks of paint gone but the factory finish has a nice original
shine. The radio plays well picking up many stations across the dial. Has a pilot light. Also has
five preset station pushbuttons. The right is tuning. Has modern updated station call letter
inserts. The back is a thin wood containing the antenna. Controls operate smoothly. The eight
-tube super-het chassis offers both broadcast and shortwave. They were such deluxe radios;
the chassis is chromed, which remains in fine condition. The radio offers a super bright and
sensitive green tuning eye which winks as you zero in on the most sensitive tuning. The radio
offers a tone control with a display straddling the dial. The radio is in factory original condition
with all of the factory installed parts. My tech has done a professional repair to the radio. He
added a mini-jack to the circuits so you could enjoy listening to your own content from any
modern type of electronic. The large cabinet, 8-inch speaker and tone control make this radio a
pleasure to listen to. The radio sports a unusual tuning feature which was the rage in the later
part of the thirties decade. Fashioned like a old fashion telephone dial, you could "dial up" your
favorite station. Before we went to touch tone phones everything had a circular dial. Oh the
memories! The cabinet has been beautifully refinished with accurate reproduction speaker
cloth. Contained within is a six-tube super-het chassis that is very selective. There is a brand
new eye tube which winks as you fine tune in the stations. Les has completed his professional
repairs and the radio should perform as new for decades to come. Uses long wire antenna, very
good reception. Very excellent all original cabinet no flaws. For dependability changed all old
capacitors and aligned. The five-tube chassis has been restored with new capacitors, checked
resistors and tubes, and alignment. The cabinet has been refinished with period correct toners
and a semi-gloss lacquer. There were a few blemishes to the cabinet which add to its character,
and the original owner's name is still written on the bottom of the cabinet. Plays very well with a
long wire antenna. The grille slots wrap around two sides and the dial position is read from the
tuning knob on the other. The mechanical type push-buttons are set by loosening the screw on
that knob. The radio has no back, but the case is nearly flawless, with no cracks or chips, and
the five tube superhet chassis has been serviced and plays well. Starting with catalog sales of
radios in and in , at retail outlets. The list of manufacturers of Airline radios is long. The is a
seven-tube, two-band SB,SW set that features a tuning eye tube. This radio has great
sensitivity, and picks up several stations. All of the capacitors have been replaced. Resistors
and tubes checked. We put a new eye tube in, and it's bright and active. We installed a new
power cord, audio cable and safety fuse. Gary did a fantastic job on the cabinet. The quilted
maple band around the top and bottom contrast with the darker walnut and really set this radio
off. We used the original knobs and speaker, and new period-correct grille cloth. A beautiful and

good performing radio to grace any collection. It looks like Mom just brought it home from the
Wards store. Six tubes and the internal antenna pull in stations extremely well. The dial is
beautiful and nicely lighted. Fully restored for safe, reliable use. All paper capacitors and
electrolytic capacitors have been replaced with high quality modern replacements. Tubes
replaced as needed as well as any other defective parts. Please review my testimonials page to
get an idea of the quality restorations I do. Wonderful looking and playing. Case is without any
cracks or chips and has a nice shine. Dial lights nicely. All components have been checked and
replaced where failed or weak. Receives stations well on both AM and FM bands. Six tubes, AM
reception. New power cord. Please review all photos as they are part of the description. Will be
expertly packed and promptly shipped with full insurance. Please email me with any questions.
All of the electronics have been upgraded, new capacitors through out, all circuits and tubes
checked. The power cord has been replaced. This radio has an internal, large wire-wound
antenna for its excellent reception. It has been completely gone through and all of the old
capacitors have been replaced with new ones, all tubes checked too. The reception is excellent
surprisingly strong for such a little set. The Walnut Bakelite case is in very good condition
without chips, cracks or scratches. The dial is crystal clear and not lighted. Manufactured by
Belmont Radio, this ivory colored case has been thoroughly cleaned and looks great. The
original back is present. The radio has been thoroughly restored with all capacitors and out of
tolerance resistors being replaced with modern equivalents. A new power cord has been
installed. The radio sounds great and is powerful across the AM dial. The radio was first offered
as a farm battery radio and was so popular it was offered as an AC radio the following year. The
radio has a perfectly refinished cabinet with the original speaker cloth and turned wood knobs.
The radio sports a brand new and super sensitive green tuning eye with winks as you dial from
station to station. The radio inside is a superior quality seven-tube super-het chassis offering
both AM and Shortwave. My technician has given it his professional repairs and updates to the
radio and it sings like new. The radio does offer a tone control allowing you to adjust the tone
quality to the content and your personal tastes. It has a repaired chip bottom right. Leather case
is in great shape with earphone and earphone case attached to strap. Clean looker and cool
design. It is without cracks or chips but has plenty of shine! The original matching control
knobs are excellent. The station control is trimmed in gold-toned metal. The five tube AM only
chassis plays well. Comes with an excellent original imprinted hardboard back. The battery
compartment was repaired crudely with Gorilla Glue but after putting batteries in there it works!
It also seems like it'll continue working, good enough integrity. Radio has no cracks or chips or
hairlines and antenna is straight. Manufactured by Detrola Radio from Detroit, Michigan, these
were very well engineered radios. This radio was available under several names, but the Air
Castle name was the house brand of Spiegel Catalogue Company. The six-tube super-het
chassis plays well on both AM and Shortwave. Note the massively oversized multi-colored dial
which is brightly backlit. The new green tuning eye winks with great sensitivity as you dial
station to station. The cabinet is a nice original finish. There are a few imperfections, normal for
a radio of this age 82 years old. The speaker cloth and knobs appear to be factory original. The
fine American walnut is dramatic in its pattern. My tech has done his usual and professional
repairs and the radio plays in a fine fashion. He has added a mini-jack to the circuit and you can
choose your modern input device to the radio. Listen to your phone, pad or computer for the
infinite amount of free content available. With schematic. Still looks nice and I love the grill. The
radio dates from the late 's and sports Lucite knobs, handle and grille. The case shows some
wear, but overall in very good original condition including the grille cloth. The power cord is
rather short given that you have to store it under the lid. The mirror is a little cloudy from age. It
has a lighted dial. The set has been serviced and plays good. Paperback, 64 pages. Cook and
published by Allied Radio Corp. Covers: most used radio and electronic formulas, engineering
and servicing data, interchangeable tube list etc. Has tuning eye and nicely lit multi-colored dial!
Good condition. I was able to pick up a few stations loud but it'll need a new tuner. It has a
hairline top left of back cover. Leather case and earphone case with earphone are in great shape
too. Beautiful blue solid set needing restoration. Kerchner and George F. This page hard cover
book is in good condition. Published by D. Van Nostrand Co. Other than the previous owner's
name on the inside cover, this page hard cover book is in very good condition. It's a pretty rare
radio and worthy of restoration. The leather case is in good shape but strap is torn off. It'll need
some work. A subtle hairline crack top right keeps it from being cosmetically perfect. It's an
incredible specimen. Leather case is in good shape with handle torn. The radio features a dual
dial indicator in what was termed a "watch dial" offering an exact level of tuning. This radio is in
factory original condition with the factory supplied speaker cloth and ornate wood knobs. The
cabinet shows a measure amount of wear, and I decided to leave it for the authenticity and
acceptable finish. The radio is a dramatic blend of African striped mahogany in the face hand

set in a chevron pattern; the hand laid beading offers some of the finest parquetry you will find
in a radio. My tech has done a complete repair and the radio sings like the deluxe model it was
created to be. He remarked on the performance! Added to the circuit is a mini-jack allowing your
connection of any modern device. This allows you to listen to any content of your choice. This
grand looking Georgian styled Secretary Desk hides a great sounding transistor radio. Very nice
condition. Uses 9 volt battery. The Spacemaster was designed and custom built by Andrea and
not mass produced. This multi-band receiver provides Long-Wave, Standard Broadcast as well
as Short-Wave reception and enables you to tune into broadcasts from throughout the entire
world. You can listen to what's going on, on land, sea and around the world. This nice set has
been completely restored and is working beautifully now and receiving many local stations with
clarity and good volume, I found at sunset the best time for Short-Wave reception. It has a good
straight telescopic antenna and comes with an Owners Manual. The AC power cord is the
retractable type and works well. The radio also has the input that was used for a phonograph
but can be used to plug in your iPhone or iPod so I will also include a connecting cable for you;
then you can play your music thru the radios system. These guides cover many antique radios
from 's to the 60's. There are photos, written descriptions, and pricing on many antique radios.
This collection contains over pages of photos and descriptions. All five guides are in great
shape. There are no dog ears, stains, or torn pages. Shipping: will be Media flat rate U. Grab one
for your radio room or shop! Packaged with mounting screws. Fits narrow switches only.
Several available. Hard Back, 94 Pages. Hard Cover, pages. Rare model before Apex was sold to
U. Radio or Case Co. Rebuilt chassis plays very well. Hardback, good condition, pages. With the
exception of the previous owner's name on the inside front cover this book is in very good
condition. The five-tube chassis has had all wax and electrolytic capacitors replaced, tubes and
resistors checked and alignment peaked. Plays like new with its internal loop antenna. Very
large paperback. Edited by L. Wolfgang and B. Good condition, page paperback. Good
condition, page paperback in good condition. These directories are for years, to It uses a ballast
tube. The dial pointer moves in the opposite direction of knob rotation, and the dial scale lights
up very nicely. The cabinet design is bulbous and attractively machine age-y. It's been
re-capped, tubes checked, lubricated, and cleaned. The Bakelite cabinet has no cracks or chips.
It has the original ivory paint job and, as you can see, that has accumulated quite a number of
little flaws over the years. It displays very nicely as-is, but I leave it to the new owner to decide if
they wish to strip and re-paint the cabinet or leave it with its historical character marks. Please
note that the ballast tube gets very hot, so please be sure not to play this radio near curtains,
pets, or small children with inquisitive hands. No cracks or hairlines but tabs on bottom back
are missing so it doesn't stay on well and grille has a few dings. Case is in nice solid condition
with a nice finish. Dial looks great and lights nicely. All components have been tested and
replaced where bad or weak. Iconic design! Receives stations along the dial and plays nicely.
Can you believe it! Where does that boy get all those old chocolate brown swirled Bakelite
Arvins? Must have a 3-D machine that prints 'em. Don't you believe it! I search long and hard to
find these beauties! As usual, it has been electronically reconditioned with new paper and
electrolytic capacitors with all out of tolerance resistors replaced. The five tubes are strong. If
you'd like additional pictures please let me know. This nice radio has a large built-in wire-wound
antenna for its good reception. It has a dial light, a new power cord and a good back cover. The
"Phantom" dial lights up in red, yellow and green when turned on and you can read the
numbers to tune in a station. It has been restored electronically and the cord replaced for
safety. It has a nice sound and will pick up many stations if you attach it to a long wire antenna.
There were four companies with the first starting on as Indianapolis Air Pump, to car radios in
to home radios in as Noblitt-Sparks and Arvin. They created "families" of radios, starting with
the "Rhythm Series" in and the "Phantom Series" in Many of these radios are highly collectable,
with the "Rhythm King" being one of the hardest radios to find. The capacitors have all been
replaced. We checked resistors and tubes and replaced where needed. The radio plays well
using about 20 feet of antenna, which we have provided. The walnut cabinet, knobs and grille
cloth are all original and in perfect condition. This is a one-owner radio that was well taken care
of in a non-smoking home. This rare radio is gorgeous and a wonderful addition to anyone's
collection! Small for a chairside at 22" H x 12"W x 19"D. It's missing the "n" on the nameplate,
but looks very good besides that, only a couple other scuffs on the paint. It still has the metal
protector in the back as well as you can see in the photo. Speaker hums; I haven't had any
signals come through. This popular little set is unusual in that the dial and knobs are on the
left-hand side; almost all side-by-side sets of this type are opposite. All-American Five chassis,
AM only. It's been re-capped, cleaned, lubed, and aligned, Bakelite case cleaned and polished.
The power cord was supple enough to stay original. The dial window has a couple of warps in
the upper right corner and there's one small scratch and scuff on the left back of the cabinet,

but no cracks, chips, or other major flaws. Like all my sets, this will be well-packed and
protected for its journey to its new home. About 9"W x 6"H x 5"D. Arvin manufactured striking,
popular well-designed radios in Columbus, IN. The cabinet had a very small hairline crack at a
rear screw hole and though unnoticeable, it has been professionally repaired. It has been
hand-polished to a reflective luster. It retains its original knobs, grill cloth and well preserved
back. The electronics have been completely restored no shortcut repairs, internally fused for
your safety and has a new polarized power cord , and it plays very nicely on the AM broadcast
band. But these rare ivory knobs are original to this set according to Sams Photofact set 42
folder 3, published in July Its Bakelite cabinet is in perfect mint condition and has a deep
chocolate swirl finish that retains its original beautiful shine. Its gold foil dial is in perfect
condition and lights up beautifully in the dark. It even comes complete with the original
cardboard backing. It was restored by its previous owner and plays great across the dial.
Another great radio from my personal, smoke-free collection. The radio is a very fine radio with
six tubes and a new tuning eye which winks as you dial from station to station. The radio is an
advanced super-het offering fine selectivity. The cabinet is in factory original condition along
with the factory speaker cloth and unique wood knobs. The condition is outstanding
considering the age and you can see the dramatic use of contrasting veneers offering a
dramatic look. My technician has completed his professional repairs and the radio plays like
new. Adding a bright and super sensitive green tuning eye makes the radio all the more
interesting. These are fine receivers and will offer you a superior service. My tech added an
mini-jack to allow your connection to any modern device. Cabinet is in excellent shape. It has
been restored with all new electrolytic capacitors and all the wax capacitors have been replaced
as well. It has a beautiful golden glittering speaker grille cloth and a large Lucite dial tuner with
a classic sunburst design and Lucite control knobs. The radio has been electronically restored
and has all new parts and tubs where necessary and works very well. I have also replaced the
power cord. Cabinet is in very good condition with a nice sound across the entire dial. Original
back with tube layout in perfect condition. Though this glossy Bakelite cabinet appears jet black
under all but the most intense direct light, it is actually a dark chocolate brown with subtle black
swirling. The unpainted tan control knobs are excellent. The gold patterned foil center of the
tuning dial is perfect! They sit nicely on a checkerboard cutout grille. Comes with the original
Masonite back in great condition. Very cool!! The whole system is compact and surprisingly
light but sounds quite good for what it is--certainly better than the new cheap turntable sets out
there that use famous names. This system has been checked out by a professional turntable
tech and has a new needle. The smoke-gray top is intact. Overall in excellent shape with minor
scuffs to the plastic here and there. One handy feature is the unused portion of the speaker
cable stores neatly inside the speaker cabinets, which also include holes for hanging on a wall.
Includes a 45 adapter. An excellent second turntable for an office, or start a young person out in
the wonderful world of vinyl! Like everything I sell, this will be well-packed and shipped in a
correctly-sized box. Time to make room on the shelves. First up is an Atwater Kent model 20
from about I don't know if this is the "big box" model or not. It is definitely a parts radio, or a
serious fixer-upper. No tubes. The wiring is pretty sad. I think a couple of the interstage
transformers might be okay, the third one apparently not. The cabinet appears to be original
finish, not too bad for This radio is being sold "as is! Help me get the shelves cleaned off. The
radio is in very good condition. It was refinished at some point. The cabinet retains all the
original tags and hardware. The face panel is discolored on the left side. It has five 01A tubes
that all test good, but otherwise untested. The speaker is missing the metal ID tag that should
attach to the collar which attaches to the base. The collar looks like it was replaced and expertly
done. The original driver was replaced with a Baldwin type C. The speaker has been nicely
repainted and works well with good sound. For a radio made in the apparently original finish on
this cabinet is exceptional. Actual color is somewhat darker than the camera made it. To the
best of my ability, the interstage transformers seem good, but no guarantees. The wiring looks
very good. This is a very nice condition, very restorable radio. This radio is being sold as-is with
no warranty. Upon further research I found out that the chassis and cabinets were sometimes
shipped to dealers separately. The dealers would put chassis in whatever cabinets they had on
hand, so an occasional mismatch would occur. The model 80 is a gorgeous cathedral, designed
by Charles S. Bradley, who also designed the models 82 and The graceful Gothic-style influence
with an rounded arch and multiple veneers is unsurpassed! The model 80 model 84 chassis is a
six-tube, AM only radio. Blake replaced all of the capacitors with new equivalents. The resistors
and tubes were checked and replaced where needed. He installed a new power cord, audio
cable and a safety fuse. The knob in the back is an antenna trimmer. The cabinet has two kinds
of Walnut and is trimmed with Zebrawood. Gary stripped the cabinet, and masterfully ended up
with a beautiful satin finish. The original knobs, chassis we feel it's original to the radio and

speaker are present with a reproduction grille cloth. I can safely say this radio is "better than
new" and is one great performer! Received several stations when I tested at 90V reduced
voltage. Electrically repaired not restored by someone else. Solid cabinet appears
professionally refinished. Knobs original. Grille cloth looks original; speaker excellent. I hate to
part with this beauty but I need fewer radios! The company was considered the finest maker of
the era, who offered technologically advanced products. This particular model is a very early
super-het chassis, yet offering automatic volume control which was the latest refinement. You
can see the exquisite cabinet and the elaborate zebra wood arch that was unique to the AK
brand. I believe the cabinet has been very nicely refinished with the speaker cloth and knobs
factory originals. My technician was done a complete restoration including a complete rewire of
the chassis. My tech added a mini-jack to the circuit so you can play your modern device and
content on the radio. This radio offers another element as the volume using your input device or
Bluetooth add on device will be controlled by you modern device making it a remote volume
control. This particular radio is a nice example. The company had a fine reputation for making
the finest radios of this era. Note the fine zebra wood veneers on the radio's arch and hand
lathed barley twist columns. This particular radio has the original 89 year old factory finish with
minuscule signs of use. The speaker cloth is a period correct reproduction, and the knobs are
original factory installed. The radio is a classic seven-tube super-het with automatic volume
control. My tech has done an outstanding job making the repairs to the radio, and it plays great.
Along with his professional repairs, he has added a mini-jack to accommodate an external input
device. Note the fine reproduction cloth covered power cord and reproduction Bakelite plug for
your safe use. This will allow you an unlimited amount of content and use with your phone, pad
or Internet connection. Excellent original grille cloth, speaker cone, and cabinet finish. Displays
and plays super! Despite its premium price emerging from the Great Depression, these sets
were popular with affluent buyers who wanted the best radio money could buy. This set has a
completely original cabinet that's in great condition but shows the usual finish loss expected
after almost 90 years. I would never recommend a cabinet restoration on such a nice survivor.
The chassis has been freshly restored by a highly regarded technician and plays remarkably
well. Your grandchildren will be enjoying this radio long into the future! These fine electronics
were the most advanced of the early super-het era, and the factory made some of the finest
cabinets as well. This example has a very nice and accurate refinished cabinet, period correct
reproduction speaker cloth and factory knobs. This particular radio has a beautiful book
matched veneer front. This radio offers Broadcast reception only, as it was created before the
shortwave era. There is a tiny hairline crack to the dial which is hard to see and does not affect
the performance of this fine receiver. My technician has done an outstanding job making the
repairs to the radio, and it plays great. He also added a 3. Atwater Kent went whole hog, mad
dog Art Deco on this very striking model from Easily one of the more unique and eye-catching
radios I have ever seen. The black trimmed cabinet is faced with beautiful bias cut veneers, and
accentuated with brass and aluminum inlays. Due to its design, the cabinet on this radio was
extremely difficult to refinish. While not absolutely perfect, I think it is a stunning example of
this model. It has a large 8-inch speaker, a good set of tubes, all new capacitors, resistors as
necessary, almost all new wiring and a full alignment. The dial is a reproduction. Broadcast and
short wave. This radio is very heavy, so will be a little expensive to ship, but I'm pretty sure
once you get your hands on it you won't mind. It is just a downright spectacular radio. There is
a little veneer missing from the grille scrollwork, but otherwise no major issues. Grille cloth,
knobs, escutcheon, and nameplate are all original. A fuse has been added for improved safety
and the cord has been replaced with a vintage-style cloth-covered cord, keeping the original
round plug. The original 8-inch speaker is in perfect condition. This radio performs beautifully,
and has AVC one of the first, being a model for good sound and familiar operation. Lighted dial.
My "Better Bluetooth" is available. On the front it has intricate inlay that sets off beautifully
book-ended veneers in several different woods. The sound is just wonderful from its six tubes
and a large 12" speaker. Manufactured in Five-tube transformer set. Radio has been completely
restored. The speaker has been re-coned and restored to produce excellent sound. New
reproduction power cord with acorn plug. New reproduction dial lens. Fused for protection. A
stereo plug for your external devise has been added. Standard broadcast and foreign short
wave. This radio looks and plays great. Arthur Kent went into Florida real estate after closing
the plant. Now a millionaire, he moved to Los Angeles and built a mansion on the highest hill.
Blake replaced all of the capacitors. He checked the resistors and tubes replacing where
necessary. He added a new Bakelite plug, audio cable and a safety fuse. These are excellent
radios as it picked up several stations without an antenna. The dial light changes as you change
bands, a cool feature. This radio is basically original. Gary cleaned up the cabinet and basically
left it alone. The set has the original knobs, grille cloth, speaker and chassis. I believe it led a

sheltered life You don't see this model show up very often. It's a good looking, great playing
radio! Ten-tube superheterodyne. New power cord, new grille cloth, external 3. Stunning look.
This radio plays excellent. Standard Broadcast and "police" short wave. This radio probably
dates from the mid 's. There was a black stripe on the left side that most likely covered what
class or department it belonged to. I was able to cover it fairly well with a matching color.
Otherwise over all it's in excellent original condition. The indicator light comes on and the set
plays really well, so I'm offering it as found unrestored. This book describes thousands of items
to help you identify them when working in the field of radio, TV and electronics; with many
photos, too. Only 13"H. Operating instructions, schematics and servicing. This manual is plastic
spiral bound with clear plastic cover front and back. It has 23 pages of tube set-ups for the
Dyna-Jet Published in Instructions with Tube Chart for setting up a tube test. Original, in very
good condition. In , they moved into a factory and developed a radio, which debuted in , the
"Five Lamper" and its peripheral "Type D" loudspeaker. Powered from the receiver, the Five
Lamper only required connection to an electrical outlet to play. This radio was also the first unit
to be encased in a walnut cabinet. The cabinet was repaired. Very good condition, Previous
owner did write his name on the cover but found no other markings inside or out. Robinson ,
pages, hardcover, in good condition with dust cover. Large paperback book with pages.
Chapters in the book cover such subjects as The history of Transistors and Semiconductors,
Transistor functions, Comparison with electron tubes, The fundamental theory of transistors
and more. The radio has been electronically restored and it works great and sounds great. The
Bakelite case is damage free and has been repainted to its original color. This year old
"toaster-style" radio is one of those rare and collectible finds that would have to be new in the
box to be nicer. The black Bakelite cabinet still retains its original high gloss shine, and it's in
perfect shape with no cracks, hairlines or chips. The grille cloth, knobs, pre-set levers and
complete bottom label are all original and also cosmetically perfect. The pre-sets levers are in
fine working order as well. However, I will include five station tabs for you to add to the cabinet,
but not necessarily those which match radio stations in your area past or present. The paint is
original factory paint. No cracks, chips or hairlines in the case. Radio plays great. The
capacitors have been replaced with new poly caps. The radio has its original back, although not
in great shape. The cabinet is in decent shape, although you can observe some cracks in the
wood. There is an issue with the power supply, so I haven't been able to test it, but all parts are
present. Very nice example of this mid-century radio. Five tubes, AM reception. Plaskon cabinet
cabinet has no chips but a tight stress line on back see last photo. Dial cover graphics are
great, original knobs. Dial works as designed and picks up stations nicely. All components have
been checked and replaced where bad or weak. This radio will not disappoint! Will be expertly
packed and sent with full insurance. This is painted Bakelite and it retains the original ivory
paint in excellent condition. It shows only minor wear and with no cracks. The reverse painted
dial glass has some flaking at the ND in Bendix and above The chassis has been serviced and
the set plays well. It is one of the best original examples you could hope to find. In many ways
this radio has a stylish and unusual design. I believe this make and model survived so well
because of the design and thickness of the Catalin. The look of this model varies according to
the green and the amount of yellow marbleizing. This radio has been in my collection for over 20
years. There are no cracks, chips or hairlines. The radio plays very well and has great tone.
Bendix employees did some of their best radio work in that facility back in April I'm thinking
they used burled walnut on the front grille with mahogany sides and top. A handsome radio to
be sure. It has a soft subtle look and sound. And, of course, its been electronically
reconditioned with new paper and electrolytic capacitors and all out of tolerance resistors have
been replaced. This classic functioning table radio also features an accurately working clock
with lightly decorative design embellishments. The wood cabinet is in immaculate condition and
frames the facade beautifully. Since this radio has been in our possession, our technician has
replaced the power cord and four film capacitors. He re-wired the radio and replaced one tube.
The case was polished. This Limited Edition and good working transistor radio was made to
celebrate America's Bicentennial. The well made radio with the figures, the fife player the
drummers and the American flag are all die-cast and mounted on a simulated wood case. Uses
a 9 volt battery not included. Some loud and some weak. The radio has one "tooth" missing on
inner lip bottom back edge which is covered with back on. Main section front has perfect
plastic. Grille a wee concave but not much. The Blabber Mouse AM radio is in like new condition
with the original box. When tuned to a station his mouth moves to words or music. Requires
four "AA" batteries not included. With dial stringing instructions and full schematics. The
winding mechanism works great and it's clean inside, but radio makes no noise at all. It did
when I first got it and now it's not. No cracks or chips or hairlines. A bit of wear here and there,
so it's not new looking for sure and there are a couple small dings on the top of the front edge,

very minor. By the mids, the Braun brand was influenced by the German concept of modern
industrial design and its combination of functionality and technology. One of its design leaders
was Dieter Rams, who was a key figure in the German design renaissance of the late s and s. He
and Dietrich Lubs are also credited with the design of a classic range of Braun alarm clocks
which began with the AB 20 in Braun continued producing alarm clocks, of this type, through
Dieter Ram retired in This turntable is constructed from modern plastic and functions properly.
Richard Majestic replaced one P cartridge and one audio cable. Late s. Neat columns in front!
Good wood, small upper front veneer patch missing, good finish, small scratches. Type 47 tube
missing, transformer loose, tear in speaker grille. It's not making any sound at all presently. The
classic design of the grille is also made of repwood and a unique feature. A Brunswick was
known to the phonograph world, and made a total of two extraordinary radios; the chassis of
this model is equally unique. Note the concentric controls with offer features never duplicated
by competing manufactures. The radio is a seven tube model. The condition of the cabinet is
extremely fine considering the age and fragility of the construction. It is all original along with
the speaker cloth and knobs. Every flourish has been added with a fine cloth covered power
cord and reproduction plug. Added to the circuits include a mini-jack allowing your connection
of any modern type of input device. Use your phone, pad or computer to listen to the content of
your choice. Great original finish with good labeling and cord. Produces lots of clear audio. This
little cutie is totally unknown in the radio literature. The chassis is identical to the Empire
Electrical Products model The veneer on the front is very striking, and the cabinet overall is in
very nice shape with one minor ding in the top left and a few other very minor blemishes. For a
low budget radio, I went crazy and put a very nice finish on this set. There is a chip out of the
small knob. I replaced all of the capacitors and most of the resistors and gave it a good set of
tubes for long service life. Auxiliary input cable for your mobile devices. All in all a sweet little
radio for someone who wants to have the only one currently known to exist. I bought this as a
memento, and it works on AM using internal antenna, uses a whip included or wire antenna for
SW. SW band works but has very few stations, was called Police Band back then. Tuning and
volume controls are perfect no scratching when used. Receives my local stations and distant
ones at night. I think it is a rather rare radio, being one of the very early transistor sets. It is in
excellent overall condition and quite heavy. Nice chrome front. Uses four "AA" batteries
included. It works weakly, probably needing a re-cap. Clean set and in box with clean leather
case. Box has some wear, not bad though. Cosmetically, the face and grille are perfect and the
black cabinet is chip and crack free. Inside, it is clean also. This radio was designed to take a
battery that is now obsolete so it is a display item. Good shape with just slight crack top right
that's repaired and easy to miss. No cracks or chips or dents or hairlines, very shiny. The
earphone and box are in good shape too. You can hear it well, just not well in the other room.
The radio has no cracks or chips or dents or hairlines and is looking good. Ferrite antenna has
been repaired. Radio works weakly. This set is in splendid shape, no cracks or chips or
hairlines, just the teeniest of pin sized dimple on the grille that I think most would miss. It plays
great too. Leather case is in great shape. This is a very rare salesman sample. In near new
condition. Slight damage to box. This AM radio looks like a telephone from the 's. Made in Hong
Kong, 's. It is in good working condition. Lettering is nice and has an unusual kickstand on
back. This is a rare oddball. Shiny black leather case not shown is in pretty good shape. One
picture is worth a thousand words! Near perfect and original with no flaws I can see. All original
in superb condition without cracks, chips melts or warps, Beautiful taupe cabinet with heavy
plum marbling. The heavy molded top, sides and even bottom make it even more unique.
Comes with the excellent original cardboard back. This radio is like new - no flaws at all, hardly
a scratch. An impressive example of a radio that usually doesn't do well over time. But this
radio has absolutely no cracks or chips or dents or hairlines and case is in great shape too. Put
it in a box if you have one and sell it. Cool name! You gotta get this for your girlfriend if her
name is Chelsea or your daughter Chelsea. Leather case is in decent shape, just minor wear
and stitching issue on top right but not much. Hicks, published by Howard Sams, An
introduction to Citizens Band Radio, how to get a license, CB radio uses and everything you will
need to know to become an operator of Citizens Band equipment. This page paperback has
been lovingly used by its previous owner and has a lot of underlining and is priced accordingly.
Published by Citizens Radio Service Bureau Covers; American broadcasting stations and their
state of origion at the time, a map of the world, foreign broadcasting stations. Construction
articles, pictures and schematics of the radios of the day such as The Marcodyne receiver, The
Elkay Tube Equalizor System, Crosley four- and five-tube sets, Browning-Drake. Pictures of
various broadcasters and radio intertainers from the time. Clean example and leather is decent
but has a tear and a torn strap. They made some of the most stylish cabinets of any company in
America. This is their model the "Conquistador," a very high styled table radio. The radio has

seen a very complete electronic restoration, with everything needing changing or replacing
being taken care of. The finish appears to have been redone, but it's an excellent job as it really
looks original. The cord, grille cloth and plug are new replacements. This is an AM four-tube set,
and it plays clearly with an antenna wire extended included. The famous globe dial lights up
beautifully, and makes the set all the more interesting. Climax radios are very seldom seen, and
hardly ever offered for sale. So here is your chance to add a really great radio to your collection!
The famed Chicago factory created a modest sized table radio with the design associated with a
console radio. The radio is a tremendously impressive radio, with a brightly lit "porthole" dial
and with all of the decorative elements of an oddly styled console radio in miniature. The radio
is a fine five-tube super-het chassis and plays on both AM and shortwave. The radio cabinet has
been professionally refinished with period correct replacement speaker cloth. The condition is
simply stunning. The radio has been fitted with our mini-jack to allow your connection to the
radio of any modern type of device. So enjoy the radio as created or as a fine remote player to
the new electronics. A triumph of design and elegant beauty, this Emerald was nearly
unrecognizable when found, the cabinet coated with house paint, the chassis scattered in many
pieces. The cabinet has been professionally refinished with attention to original details. The
chassis has been restored; caps replaced, tubes checked. It sports its original eye tube, still
decently strong. This beauty has a few small flaws. There's slight damage on the back of the
dial, which shows noticeably only when the radio is on and the dial is backlit. There is also a
crack in the bottom fin that is not too noticeable. The radio is much better for looks than
performance. That said, it's been aligned to original specs and picks up AM and shortwave
across the dial with the attached long wire antenna. I'm offering free shipping on this radio to
anywhere in the continental USA. This radio will be very well-packed and insured for the full
amount. If you have any questions or would like more photos, please contact me! Climax Radio
made some of the edgiest radios ever designed. This model is a more traditionally crafted
design. The dial is especially spectacular in a darkened room. It is a powerful player through a
side mounted speaker. The radio has been refinished by a prior owner, the work is pretty nice.
There is one blemish which you can see in my photos, but it is pretty minimal and stable. The
radio has been professionally repaired by Les whose 55 years of experience has returned the
radio to a "like new" performance. The radio has a mini-jack installed for your choice of any
modern device and an unlimited amount of content. A clear, complete look at CMOS. This
easy-to-follow text is targeted for beginning to intermediate level users. Requires just a
minimum of math. Shaped like the older style cans, it is in very good shape and still plays. Box
is somewhat faded and worn but nice companion to the radio. By Max Alth, Envelopes are
matching linen. Package of 12 cards and envelopes. It has the band and tone control switch on
the rear of the chassis as shown. The labels are in amazing condition showing very little wear. I
like the deep, mellow and brilliant markings for tone. It dates from about and is in original
condition including knobs and grille cloth. The finish shows minor discoloration and wear, but
still displays well. The set has been serviced including a new cloth covered cord. It plays well
and receives on both AM and Shortwave. Third printing by C. A reference and study guide on all
phases of the operation, maintenance and repair of color television receivers. Large paperback,
pages. De France, , pages. Hardcover, in good condition. Hardback pages. This book is upside
down to the cover. Very good condition. Grille is good, just a little waviness. This is a great
radio to open up, adjust tension on string, push out grille and it'll be an amazing player in great
shape, ready for service. The battery holder is not perfect but a plastic straw keeps those
batteries in there in line. Those lights on the side for band selection are awesome. It'll be great
once you get it restored if you want. Made in Hong Kong. Good working condition. The case
looks good and has no damage. Operates on a 9 volt battery. Don't blame me; that's what the
dictionary says a musette is. Actually, it's a really cute little cream color Coronado made in the
USofA! And, who would guess it was made in ! Heck, looks darn near brand new! Electronically
reconditioned with new paper and electrolytic capacitors and most resistors have been
replaced. This is a very rare beautiful example of this model. It is a medium sized tombstone
and the contrasting veneer tones and maple inlays make it a real stunner. The radio was in
excellent condition when I bought it, so I cleaned the chassis and controls. Replaced all wax
paper and electrolytic capacitors and tested all other components and any out of tolerance were
replaced. All tubes were tested and any weak or defective tubes were replaced. A NOS green
eye tube was installed. The original finish was in good shape and was cleaned up and
re-sprayed with Mohawk toners and clear lacquer. The grille cloth was rough and replaced with
a beautiful period correct cloth. It has a large speaker, eight tubes and AM plus SW bands. It has
a very clear and warm sound. It has some wear but not bad. Vinyl case is in good shape. An
external antenna wire is attached. The unusual dial is interesting. You can look at it from either
side and see the dial numbers. The dial is nicely lighted. This is a rare radio. It is reminiscent of

a console radio, only much smaller! Rather than being so huge that it needed to sit on the floor,
this is a "right-sized" tabletop radio that plays well. Stewart Gillmor, published by Princeton
University Press A happy cow. A cow with a box. Hundreds of interesting course subjects
covering all fazes of electricity and electronics. Plays great! Stunning veneer patterns with
marquetry. Rare model. Strong player. Professionally serviced, and MP3 ready. Don't miss out,
ones like this don't come along very often. It is a "Coloradio" which were available to match the
appliances Crosley sold at the time. This one is maroon with gold trim. The knobs have most of
the plating gone which is common in these radios due to use. The case has a few scratches
here and there but has no cracks, chips or hairlines. It has the original back and built-in
antenna. It also has an RCA phono jack on the back as well. It plays out with a nice mellow tube
sound and would make a nice addition to your kitchen! It is a five tube "Bullseye" painted in
green. The case shows a few paint nicks in it, but no cracks, chips or hairlines. It has a built in
antenna and picks up AM only. These were made in different colors such as white, black, red,
yellow, etc. This would make a nice little radio for home or office, or add to your color
collection! It plays out with a mellow tube sound. Never forget it. I tried, of course, but failed
miserably. Heck, I was only Just kidding I musta been I still out of my reach by memory. I had to
cut n' paste the word today for this radio listing. Why not just call it a shade of green. Or, why
not beautiful! No problem spelling that. Electronically reconditioned with new paper and
electrolytic capacitors and all out of tolerance resistors have been replaced. About 13"W x 8"H x
7"D. Fully operational AM and SW bands. This radio has been restored with replacement of all
capacitors and out of tolerance resistors. A new dial cover has been fabricated for this radio
and the brass escutcheons are bright. The case has been professionally stripped and
relacquered three coats and the top and sides are as smooth as glass. This radio sounds great
and is a strong performer across the dial and on both bands. This radio is a fantastic addition to
anyone's collection. The radio itself is in great shape with only minor nicks. The radio turns on
and hums; I have been unable to pick up any stations. The dial is beautiful, but it is not lighted.
The case has been hand polished with high quality polishes. Tubes are replaced as needed as
well as any other defective parts. Trapezoidal shape, rounded corners, circular dial, and a gold
woven grille cloth behind grille bars give this little gem character, and it's been one of my
favorite "pixies. Controls are simple Volume and Tuning on this five-tube set, and has been
recently restored electronically. The Bakelite cabinet is free of nicks, cracks, or repairs, and
displays beautifully as seen in photos. Sorry for some reflections and shadows, but cabinet has
no flaws. The dial scale has excellent graphics and numerals as seen in photos, and the dial
pointer rotates smoothly around it. Crosley did not outfit this model with a lighted dial. Controls
work smoothly as they should, and this five-tube set receives all my local AM stations using its
internal loop antenna, delivering a pleasant tone from the original speaker. Radio has its
original knobs, grille cloth, and backboard, etc. It has a built-in loop antenna with provisions for
connecting an external antenna. It has a deep clear sound and picks up stations across the
side-lit dial. It even comes complete with its original back panel and bottom label. You're not
likely to fine a more gorgeous version of this radio. The radio is highly decorative with a
"skyscraper" shape, chevron book match face, silver painted sides and a highly detailed frame
around the dial. Sets this Deco seldom are seen, and the seven-tube chassis is a terrific
receiver. The cabinet is original, with touch up by my cabinet specialist. The radio offers AM and
shortwave. My technician, with 55 years of experience, has completed his professional repairs
and you should enjoy many years of fine service. This is a very nice example; a "Fiver"
mini-tombstone is an impressive radio for its small size! It picks up many stations with only a
short antenna wire. Many Crosley models used the chassis or the name "Fiver. The dial is very
colorful, is backlit and has a mirror behind it which makes it "pop. The finish is excellent and
was done in clear and toned lacquer. The wood is simply beautiful as pics should show. It has a
new power cord and Chassis is very clean and the factory sticker is inside the cabinet. Speaker
cone is perfect. This baby has eight tubes with push-pull audio amp and a large 8-inch speaker.
It has plenty of volume and a good warm tone. The chassis was removed, cleaned and the
tuning capacitor was removed, cleaned and lubricated. All controls were cleaned and lubed. The
cabinet was stripped and refinished with Mohawk toners and lacquers to highlight the multiple
veneers. The grille cloth was stained and was replaced with a period correct reproduction. Its
highly polished cabinet is in very nice condition without cracks or chips and it has a lighted dial
too. The plastic cabinet is in very nice condition, with no cracks or visible scratches. Very clean
overall. Having been manufactured around 25 years ago, it is just a tad "antique" in that it has a
cassette player as well as AM-FM radio! While most of the technology inside is typical of s
solid-state gear, the pushbutton mechanism is in fact a decent replica of the mechanical
pushbutton mechanism of the original Belmont. Sound quality for both radio and cassette is
good, and AM-FM reception is excellent I touched up the alignment and dial calibration for

like-new performance. Gather up and play your oldies CDs on this great reproduction of one of
the classic 's jukeboxes. It will take you back to those good old days sitting in your favorite
diner having a burger and shake. The song chart lifts to reveal the controls, the colorful side
panels light up to add to the nostalgia. Handcrafted wood veneer cabinet. New with 90 day
warrantee. The bold artistry and craftsmanship provided eye catching appeal, yet served to
accentuate the superb functionality and engineering of this one-of-a-kind radio typical of
products of the mid s. The Crosley Sleigh is a faithful reproduction of the Deluxe Model first
manufactured in which featured elaborate etching on the glass cabinet and a rectangular
illuminating dial scale. Accentuating the design are five wrap-around chrome bars and three
attractive chrome control knobs. A perfect accent piece for the home or office, the Crosley
Sleigh is a must addition to any radio collection. This rare find is used but is in like new
condition. This is actually a fully functional telephone. It is new and is in the original box.
Although it's not necessary to put coins in to make your call, the coin slots are functional, and
you can hear the bells jingle as you drop in your coins. It has original knobs and new feet.
Surely is quite a rare find for a collector and an excellent addition to a Crosley collection. It is a
five-tube AM only radio with a clock and alarm system. It is chartreuse in color and has nicks,
scratches in the paint here and there. There is a repaired crack on the bottom left inside of the
case. It has new clock knobs and polarized cord for safety. This model has an AC socket on one
side that you could plug an appliance into and have it come on in the morning from the clock
alarm. The radio works fine and so does the clock. It has had new filters and audio caps
installed and it has been aligned. It would make a nice addition to your collection! It is not
perfect cosmetically but I have priced it accordingly. Professionally serviced, one capacitor
replaced and two "NOS" knobs installed. Radio plays very well with good tone and lots of
stations. Part of the Crosley name is missing. Original finish I think. Very collectible radio. Dial
lens, brass escutcheon, dial face and three original Crosley knobs near perfect. Center knob is a
tone control. Push buttons work good. Original sticker still on the bottom. Chassis has been
serviced and radio plays well with lots of volume picking up all my locals and beyond. Rare
model not even listed in the Bunis or Stein old radio books. I found pictures only with of models
with similar look and same year, but most did not have the push buttons and all were of same
vintage, but totally different model numbers. This is not that unusual as it was nearing wartime
and companies were scrambling to get products to market. Clean chassis with loop antenna. A
pre-War classic you can play every day! There is a one inch veneer repair on left back top
corner, but blended nicely and not noticeable, but wanted to mention. It picks up several
stations with decent volume, but I want to say it could do better. There are no cracks or chips or
hairlines or dents. It has general wear but what a specimen. Plays very well. No cracks, chips or
repairs. Takes a 9V battery in a smaller size than the modern ones. Has the original earphone in
its case. Comes in presentation case. Metal front with round speaker grille. This radio is near
mint and obviously wasn't used much. Has metal stand on the back. It has some wear but
nothing bad. It's not working presently. This is an extremely rare radio and is the only example
I'm aware of. There is little documentation about the company and it appears they were only in
business from to The chassis was assembled at Gilfillan Bros. Plant in L. The chassis is the
same used in their model 92 and 93 consoles. The radio is in beautiful condition inside and out.
The chassis is super clean with no corrosion. The set was serviced by the former owner and
plays fine with strong reception. The cabinet has been refinished. The grille cloth is a
replacement, but I believe the knobs are original to the set. There is no schematic for this set
and so it is offered primarily for display and preservation. It will play them all and sounds great.
The amplifier has been completely restored by replacing all of the old type capacitors and
replaced the electrolytics so there's no hum and had the power tube replaced. It has a good
cartridge and a new needle. I have gone thru it cleaned and lubed all of the moving parts. The
case is solid, shows some wear a few scuffs of course for its age but is pretty fair as you can
see. No chips or cracks. The is the DC version. This one was converted to AC at some point in
the past. Otherwise a very attractive original set. The original finish shows some wear mainly on
the left side and top. Still in my option too nice to refinish. The original grille cloth has some
bands of discoloration, but no tears or holes. I'm offering the radio unrestored as found. The
radio was tested and played well on AM and also received a number of shortwave stations. I
noted some repair to the speaker cone. I tested all tubes and found all controls to be working.
An RCA jack on a pigtail from back of chassis has been added for playing your favorite audio
source. Superb flame graining in the cabinet. Provides great tone and selectivity through the
original Delco speaker. Beautiful walnut wrap around band. The radio has AM and SW. The
chassis was cleaned and all controls lubed. The tuning capacitor was removed, cleaned and
lubed. The cabinet was stripped and refinished with Mohawk nitrocellulose toners and lacquer
with light sanding between coats. The original grille cloth was stained and discolored, so it was

replaced with a period correct reproduction and the chevron pattern goes well with the
horizontal grille bars. The radio picks up well with just the short foot wire antenna and has a
warm sound with plenty of volume and the chassis is very clean. This is a beautiful midget radio
nicknamed "ribbon candy" because of its adorable vertical ribbon candy design in the speaker
grille. The Bakelite cabinet retains its original high gloss shine, and it's in perfect shape with no
cracks, hairlines or chips. The attractive dial face lights up beautifully in the dark. Its dial cover,
knobs and back cover are also original and are in phenomenal condition. A prior owner restored
the chassis and it plays great across the dial. The grille shows some corrosion, not bad. Solid
radio made by Sharp. This is an older restore but plays well with short antenna supplied from
my collection. It's a four-tuber, one band, original beautiful finish, original ornate knobs,
escutcheon, and I think grille cloth, etc. Beautiful lighted dial. A nice flair is the subdued
intricate inlay design on the pilasters. Often times the pictures don't do a radio justice and this
is one of those cases The Detrola decal is from Radio Daze repro. Very clean rust-free chassis
as you can see. If you are looking for a cutie that doesn't require much shelf space and a little
unusual, this is it. It has been completely recapped and played well but then stopped receiving
AM broadcasts. It does get the time frequency signal on shortwave loud and clear. The cabinet
has been restored and retains the original grille cloth and knobs. The speaker is in excellent
condition free of damage. The radio is now offered As-Is with schematics included. The
company made similar models for both Sears and Western Auto stores and saved the best for
their own label. This terrific set offers a dramatically backlit multi colored dial with detailed
station locations. The radio also offers a bright green tuning eye with winks with great
sensitivity opening and closing as you fine tune in your station. The radio is an advanced
six-tube super-het chassis. The cabinet is tall and slim, with a professional refinished condition
along with factory speaker cloth. The knobs, called "acorns," are factory original. My technician
has completed his complete repairs and has returned the radio to a "like new" performance.
These radios are really fine players! His repairs included a mini-jack to allow your connection of
any modern device such as your phone, pad or computer. Over the period of 17 years, he built
the company into the 6th largest radio manufacturer in the world. Most of the radios didn't even
carry the Detrola name At one point they were making sets for over brands. The model is a very
rare set. I could find nothing on the internet after looking for over an hour, but I did find a model
that had the same chassis and was built for Monarch. It's a six-tube, two-band SB,SW radio. The
resistors and tubes were checked and replaced where necessary. A new power cord, audio
cable, antenna lead and safety fuse were installed. Gary did a fantastic job on this rare Detrola.
This walnut set with matched Madrone veneer on top has a red vinyl strip inlay, telling us it's an
Ingraham cabinet. The radio retains the original knobs, grille cloth, dial scale and chassis. A
new crystal clear dial cover by Mark Palmquist completes this cabinet. This is the only
documented model out there. Make it yours! It retains its original grille cloth, dial glass, knobs
and back panel. Its wooden cabinet with inlay accents is in excellent condition and retains its
original shine. It not only looks great, but it plays great too! I've never used the pre-set buttons
so I'm not sure they work. Another great radio from my personal smoke-free collection. It was
made by Detroit Radio. This factory was a very good one and they made radios under the
Truetone and Airline labels and their own trade name "Detrola. Additionally, it has eight preset
buttons with a motor drive allowing the presetting of one's favorite stations. One feature I really
appreciate is the tone control and with a full range Rola speaker and full size cabinet, it is a
dramatic player. The cabinet is a nicely refinished one, with the factory installed speaker cloth
and Bakelite knobs. My tech has given this radio his best professional efforts, completely
cleaning the motor drive while fully completely returning the electronics to factory like quality.
His work included adding a mini-jack for your connection to any modern device and allowing
you to be able to choose any kind of content. It has been gone through completely, all old paper
caps are now replaced with the newer types and the electrolytic caps also have been replaced.
Each tube checked on my tube checker and now this neat looking little radio is working very
nice and will serve for many years to come. The solid wood case has a very nice finish. I have
replaced the power cord and it has a good back cover. I believe this is the first example to be
offered on the Radio Attic. The radio is in excellent original condition with the exception of the
grille cloth. It was replaced with period cloth. The name changed to DeWald around DeWald is
recognized for having several collectable Catalin radio models. The radio chassis was restored
by the previous owner, and meets the requirements for our guarantee. The capacitors were all
replaced with new equivalents. We installed a new power cord, audio cable and antenna lead.
The cabinet is solid walnut with no veneers and was refinished by Gary Marvin to a nice
semi-gloss finish. The knobs, chassis, speaker and dial scale are original. Gary added a new,
crystal clear dial cover. The radio is pretty rare and is making a first appearance on the Radio
Attic. A nice radio with a great price for your collection. This model A has been electronically

restored and it works well picking up lots of stations across the dial. The color is a dark brown
with yellow swirls. There are no chips or cracks in the case. The back cover is a replacement.
This set displays well and would be a nice addition to your collection. These diagrams cover
most early model radios from to October These diagrams cover most early model radios and
television receivers from through mid The data in this book was prepared to make it easier for
the service technician to restring dial cords. The index in this manual lists all receivers which
were presented in the previous manuals as well as those covered in this through mid Excellent
near new condition, pages. It has been a gently used radio that is in very good working
condition. The nice looking cabinet showing all of the different Disney characters, Minnie, Pluto
and others is in like new condition. The smaller ones are receiving tubes and the larger ones are
audio and transmitting tubes. Mounted on antique white wood bases. Pulled from radios and
transmitters I repair, these are not all good, but they still look great! From '56 and the mad
scientists at DuMont Labs - less the tail fins - comes this clock radio that demands attention and
probably gets it most of the time! Gingerbread works, too! It plays really good as does the
clock. The functions work smoothly! Electronically reconditioned, aligned with out of tolerance
resistors replaced. The five tubes are strong and the tube layout what's left of it is on the
bottom. Sweet reverse paint on this Japanese set. It works great and very well made! It has
triple contacts on the primary side and is very reliable as a result. The brass mechanisms for
adjusting the vibrator speed and tension are beautifully made! The slanted slide rule
back-lighted gold detailed dial with clear, black reverse printing lights brightly when playing. All
original. Strong playing with excellent tone. Tubes checked, capacitors replaced, aligned, tuned,
dial calibrated. Unusual radio for your collection! A lawsuit was issued around against Mr. Frank
of Edison Radio Stores Inc. This little five-tube set probably dates from , an extremely rare radio
in excellent all original condition. It has been fully restored including a diode replacement for
the resistance line cord. It plays well and it's ready to display and enjoy. Wire bound with clear
plastic cover and vinyl back. Published January 1, ; 59 page clear laser copy. Prepared for
constant use with a clear plastic protective front cover, vinyl back cover, plastic spiral
2012 f150 fx4 headlights
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bow parts diagram
bound. Printed Jan. This 44 page manual covers most all tubes of that time. Twelve pages of
instructions and schematics. It provides a short test that will show even one shorted turn in any
TV flyback transformer or yoke. This manual also shows the schematics. Hi-Quality
professionally done copy that is plastic spiral bound with a clear plastic cover guard. Twenty
eight pages. It is prominently featured in Peter Sheridan's fine collectors' book, titled, "Deco
Radios" on page Our radio restorer was able to fix its other mechanical problems, and he made
it look as good as new, again! He replaced seven elecrolytics, four diodes, the AC power cord
and plug, the 8-pin octal plug, the usable antenna coil, ten metalized Mylar film capacitors, four
resistors, and the antenna wire. A VAC transformer power supply has been designed to supply
power to the radio through a battery pack. This historic radio truly looks great and plays well.
Hard cover published by McGraw Hill , pages. And a lot more.

